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SPORTS: Racers Hit Low Point With Loss At SEMO

MURRAY
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Kern Alexander to return to MSU as interim
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
In a meeting when Board of Regents
chair Don Sparks often referred to the
last presidential search, former Murray
State University President Dr. Kern
Alexander was appointed to lead the
university in the interim once his son
resigns from the post in a couple of
months.
MSU President Dr. King Alexander
expects to leave after this semester to
lead California State University-Long
Beach. Hoping to maintain momentum,
the Board of Regents unanimously
voted after a 40-minute executive ses-

Sunday
sion
evening to temhire a
porarily
face.
familiar
Regent
Faculty
Terry Stricter was
absent from the special-called meeting
because he was
from an
returning
Kern
out-of-town conferAlexander
ence.
Specifically, Kern Alexander will
come on board the day after his son
resigns. King Alexander's start date
hasn't been set, but he has said he

_dm

believes the regents' decision was more
to begin about Jan. 15 and will they were, there's
about Murray State's best interest and
nothing to gain by
leave Murray at the end of December.
not meant as a swipe at the faculty.
upset,"
The new year is expected to be busy getting
"The main consideration was probaat MSU. The General Assembly will Thome said in an
bly
we really need a representative in
the
after
interview
meet, a university budget will need to
Frankfort," said Thorne, an associate
be prepared, and construction is slated meeting.
math professor. "King has been very
younger
The
to begin on a new residential college
good
in that regard. working on our
been
has
Alexander
science
of
the
phase
and the second
behalf. We needed someone there who
credited with opencomplex.
understands the legislative process and
Faculty Senate President Ed Thome ing communication
King
Murray State. There's not many people
was one of five university staffers pres- ilnes between the
Alexander
who understand that better than Kern."
ent during the meeting. While he said administration and
The current president is committed
faculty.
—
campus
on
else
everyone
memfaculty
for
left
room
the decision
bers to be caught off guard, he under- staff and students — after his father had to help the board recruit the best
often rocky relationships, especially
stands the board's intentions.
"If their intentions were as I think with the faculty. But Thome said he •See Page 2A

expects
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U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield (center) chats with some
picnic-goers at the annual GOP event at the Brandon
Farm on Saturday afternoon. Whitfield, state Sen. Ken
Winters and state Rep. Melvin Henley each addressed the
crowd of about 120 people.

Success, struggles
discussed by local
GOP at annual picnic
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
November may be the time
for elections, but the local
Republican faithful rallied for
elections a year from now during the party's annual picnic at
Brandon Farm..
With 2005 an off-election
year, politicians are in waiting
for a busy ballot in 2006, when
eight-, six- and two-year terms
are up for grabs.
Ed
Congressman
U.S.
Whitfield and state Rep. Melvin
Henley each briefly gave their
perspectives of the successes
and struggles in Washington.
D.C.. and Frank-fort. respectively, while state Sen. Ken Winters
looked ahead even farther to
2008 during the picnic Saturday.
Surrounded by red, white and
blue decorations and the
autumn-colored leaves as a
backdrop. the Republicans
thanked their supporters and
encouraged them to keep working for the party.
"You are the core of our
party. You are the ones who
decide how successful we'll be."

Whitfield to the crowd of about
120 people. "You see Ken
Winters a lot. You see Melvin
Henley a lot. You see me a lot.
But you are the people others
come in contact with. You are
the ones who talk about the
issues."
Among the national issues is
the government's spending.
Whitfield said President George
W. Bush and Republican legislators are committed to decreasing
the nation's debt. Despite the
terrorist attacks in 2001, countless corporate scandals, the military's efforts in Afghanistan and
Iraq, Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita and increased defense and
security costs, Whitfield said the
country's financial deficit is
coming in $1 billion less than
expected.
"It's not surprising we have a
deficit, but we are committed to
getting it under control,"
Whitfield said. "Our party
believes in a balanced budget."
Whitfield and Henley also
talked about Medicaid and the

Choppin'
Spree

MICHAEL DANN`Ledger & Times Photos

sawing event Saturday dur(Clockwise from top) With a dertermined look Trice Dunn works in the crosscut
his way through a piece of
works
Duncan
Dan
here.
Park
Central
at
Competition
Lumberjack
ing the Kentucky
lap and covers his ears
White's
Haley
lumber in the Hot Saw contest, and Jackson Dunn, 2, sits on his cousin,
that Murray hosted the
year
first
the
was
This
chainsaws.
from the loud noises that were attributed to running
Aurora.
in
years
competition after several
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Soldiers from 438th returning home today after serving in Iraq
the 617th Military Police to train
Staff Report
Iraqi police officers and provide
Times
Murray Ledger &
troop convoy security out of
After spending about a year
Camp Liberty Iraq located
on duty in Iraq, 36 soldiers with southwest of Baghdad. They are
the 438th Military Police set to arrive by plane at the Air
Compary biced in Murray are National Guard
Post in
scheduled to return to Kentucky Louisville sometime around 2
today.
p.m. today.
The National Guard Armory
The soldiers departed for Iraq
in November 2004 with a mis- in Murray was closed today and
sion with a larger contingent of other members of the unit could
Murray,_

not be contacted for comment or
further information.
Members of the 438th were
transferred and deployed along
with soldiers of the 617th
because the 617tli did not have
the manpower needed for the
mission.
Two.members of the 617th
— Spc. Michael Hayes of
Morgantown and Staff Sgt.
William Allers of Litchfield —

were killed in action during the the soldiers at the air base.
All of the soldiers are scheddeployment, according to a
release from Gov. Ernie uled to arrive in two separate
flights about 2 p.m. with the celFletcher's office.
The returning members of ebration to follow around 2:30
both units will be treated to a p.m.
There are more than 7.600
homecoming ceremony in
Major General soldiers and airmen now workLouisville.
Donald C. Storm, adjutant gen- ing in the Kentucky National
eral for Kentucky, will be Guard soldiers with more than
among the hundreds of friends 1,600 currently mobilized in
and family to await the arrival of support of Operation Iraqi

Operation
and
Freedom
in
Freedom
Enduring
Afghanistan as well as those taking part in domestic homeland
security missions as part of
Operation Noble Eagle.
More than 1,300 Kentucky
National Guard troops have also
deployed in support of hurricane
relief effort in Mississippi,
Louisiana. Texas and Florida.

KY 42071
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PoliceFirelogs

Walk This Way!

Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 9:29 a.m.
Friday.
• Extra patrol was requested after a caller reported on Fnday
afternoon vandalism and thefts in the area of 204 N. 13th St.
• Someone came into the station to report a telephone scam at 3
p.m. Fnday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at the Murray Cemetery at 7:33
p.m. Friday.
• Georgia Willis, 35, of Murray, was arrested Friday tor stealing
gas.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 10:45 a.m
Saturday.
• Extra patrol was requested after thefts were reported Saturday
at 1302 Vine St.
•A possible prowler was reported at 738 p.m. Saturday at 302 N.
Cherry St.
• A stereo was reported stolen from 412 N. Eighth St. at 10:39
p.m Saturday.
• An head-on collision was reported at Ky. 94 West and
Robertson Road at 10:49 p.m. Saturday. Jennifer Ballew, 22, of
Fulton, turned into the path of an oncoming vehicle driven by
Donna Whitfield. 59, of Murray, at the intersection of the roads.
• A prowler was at a window at 803 Broad St. at 11:08 p.m.
Saturday. The subject was gone when an officer arrived.
• Derrick Galloway, 25, of Murray, was arrested Sunday for fourthdegree assault, possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Murray State University Police Department
• Ira I. Kohlhaas, of Cadiz, no age listed, was cited for possession
of alcohol by a minor after a traffic stop on College Circle at 3:10
a.m. Friday. Kohlhaas also was given a verbal warning about
careless driving.
• Harassing communications were reported at'White College at
3:48 a.m. Friday.
• A caller wanted to speak to an officer at 12:40 a.m. Sunday
about an off-campus theft possibly involving a MSU student.
• The Springer College residence director reported finding drug
paraphernalia in the lounge at 9:31 a.m. Sunday. The object was
removed.
• A bicycle was missing from the bike rack at Winslow Dining -Hall
at 748 p.m. Sunday. A report for theft by unlawful taking less than
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times Phoi:
$300 was taken.
• An officer was informed of vandalism at the fraternity house at
Walkers set the pace during the initial laps of Saturday's Murray-Calloway County Heart Walk at the Regional
goal
Association's
Heart
1400 Main St. at 7:53 p.m. Thursday. The officer took a report of
American
local
the
event,
the
during
walkers
400
Special Events Center. With more than
the off-campus incident and notified the Murray Police
$49,000.
than
more
of
total
preliminary
a
for
$15,000
almost
by
was surpassed
Department.
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters responded to a fire alarm at Murray State's Hart
College at 1:36 a.m. Saturday. Smoke from burned food in the
kitchen area activated the alarm.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
Commonwealth.
the
in
Network
60%.
and citations from various agencies.
Ernie
Kentuckians."
01
Capitol.
the
at
7
Nov.
of
ing
Staff Report
The legislation, .known as
Bob Fletcher said in a release.
physician
Murray
Murray Ledger & Times
'The Hughes was among the people "Information technology offers Senate Bill 2, also created the
FRANKFORT. Ky
Care
Health
Kentucky e-Health Network Gov. Ernie Fletcher appointed to great opportunities to improve Kentucky
The
efficiency.
nd
a
-Authority.
outcomes
health
---twfrastructure•
board
The
.
Augustin
hoard
the
Board will-hold- its first meeting
fore- University of Kentucky and
next mapai ncirk ing tlis: begin- consists of nine at-large mem- The board will he at the
bers appointed by the governor from —of
ning of the hoard's •efforts
'improve Kentucky 's health 'care and 13 other members who take advantage of these opportu- comprise the authority, which is
tasked with improving quality
system through unproved uti- serve by virtue of. their position nities."
in
costs
Created to implement and and
lowering
lvatityry,14-nnt,rfilatiOn tealn1,1n- in the .-General Assembly, the
administration, the University of oversee a statewide electronic Kentucky's health care system.
Work along a section of Wiswell Road will require one-lane
gy.
The goal of Kentucky's etraffic for about the next week.
The Klatt!. which is coin- Kentucky or the University of healt4 network, the e-Health
hoard was appointed by Gov. Health efforts is to use health
A Kentucky Department of Highways maintenance crew ill be
'I 22 leaders in health Louiss ilk.
Fletcher after the 2005 General information technology to
e-Health
an
doing shoulder work along KY 1550 from KY 893 (mile point
"Establishing
care gii‘ eminent. academia and
0.0) at Harris Grove to Doran Road (mile mile point 5.638) starthold its first meet- network is an exciting and cru- • Assembly passed legislation that improve the state's system of
business.
the
for
groundwork
the
laid
adminlives
and
the
in
delivery
step
improving
care
cial
health
ing Tuesday.
ing 101 a CI wk. hours the morn development of an e-Health istration. Such a system could
Short delays can be expected where traffic is restricted to one
lane for a hundred yards or more as work progresses along the
improve patient privacy, reduce
roadway. Work should begin at about 8 a.m. each day and conmedical. errors, lower adminisclude about 3 p.m. each day.
trative costs and help make elecThe shouldering project is expected to take five to seven worktronic medical records available
encouragsd, people to vmik look at the system in a broader• to more Kentuckians.
ing days, depending on weather conditions. Approximately 3500
From Front
--sense," Winters said. 'fihe baT
their opinions.
vehicles a day travel KY 1550 at the Southwest edge of Murray.
position.
effort
The
"We, the candidates, can't di) bone of our future.is_our educa!Wed It, M4,111114 11`0,
Motorist are urged to buckle up, use caution in the work zone,
Kentucky to meet the goal set
WI
L II II,
IT oursc NIS.- Wilk) %.11d. "ft tion systv-m.be alert for equipment. naggers. and personnel on the roadand
most
for
forth by President Bush
All three candidates thanked
(111 \tc,h,...tid than In kindertakes good people like you who
way,
electronic
have
to
Americans
garten ititough 12th vradc
are interested in grnernMent. their supporters and promised to
medical records by 2014.
'1 liars not good lor the We has e to find solutions other continue to work for 'them,
despite internal messes in both
'tonne " he said
than raising taxes.,Kentikky 1,11%111; Ill
- Winters emphasized the state and national Republican
S11101.111, iii \!Call .1I41. .1 IMO importance of the coming administrations. In Frankfort,
t.!1,1111 (hal Willi:\ said otters hetGeneral Assembly session rather there's an ongoing investigation
tains homes in both Urbana and firm.
than %skit other than worrying about campaign- into hiring practices in Gov. From Front
Last time. Denton said he
Louisville:
administration.
Iletcher's
Ernie
up
isn't
III hii‘ Possible suluIsisl,i)l
ing. He's Senate seat
the RFP to 10 firms and
sent
I
way
out
help
whatever
replacement.
"I'll
tom, I 1.,!kite! monitoring until 2098. After a career as an In D.C., one top GOP official
"I will work as hard as ever can. There's a lot of work that received three responses.
(vs,. „111,,,j,enj.., educator. Winters has found an has been indicted in a CIA leak
Who has will need to he done while they
"They really do the leg work
,Is Ii I 's 1115:11' lot
ecen greater passion helping case while others are under to get someone in here
the same desires and adoration are looking for a new president," for us," Sparks said. "They work
MC&
hal I \ if tli.\ I
make poke), as' the education ins esti gation.
"We said we wanted a strong for our students as 1 do." King Kern Alexander said in a tele- for us, that's important to
\ I 'ill,/ !Lindh.'
4 1:11 .1
'
, committee chairman.
I,
Sunday remember."
interview
In oil
"In fact that passion is greater two-party system. That's what Alexander told the board. "Just phone
!
.
,1),r1111111;
Sparks also outlined a time5
II - 011
1 .11)
than it's ever been because I we have. Now we need good because I am going to be leaving evening. "My father taught at
\
candidates with a platform who at the end of December doesn't Murray State. I was president line for filling the job. Much of
will get out there and cam- mean these things should stop there and then my son was pres- the process discussed was based
paign:" Whitfield said. "We moving."
ident there. We love Murray on the last search that led to
have problems in Frankfort. We
Sparks said the elder State and we'll do whatever we King Alexander's hiring. Sparks
have problems in Washington. Alexander was the only interim can to keep it chugging along."
said he expects the firm to come
I've acknowledged that. But candidate to whom he talked.
King
up with between 50 and 75
and
Both
Sparks
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
individuals are the ones who
names then its representatives
obligation Alexander
an
Kern
feels
credit
he
think
"I
• • Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
will make a difference."
to King and the university. He Alexander's leadership in start- will sit down with the board and
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
hives this place," Sparks said in ing the residential college sys- go through the top 25 or so.
to your home purchase or refinance.
The pool will dwindle to
an interview after the meeting. tem and the Commonwealth
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!
"We- couldn't find a better per- Honors Academy. which com- eight to 12 by looking at
son, I don't think. He knows this petes with the better-known resumes and then the regents
Tonight will see a 70C4 place inside and out."
Governor's Scholar Program will conduct interviews in
chance of rain and lows in the
Kern Alexander retired in and had developed into a recruit- Nashville with those. Sparks
upper 40s.
*June 2001 after about seven ing tool for MSU. He's also said Nashville works well both
Tuesday. will haw a chance
years as the top administrator. worked with legislators and for the university and candiof rain in the morning with highs
dates. The location is more conhas since taught education donors.
He
in the lower (Os. Tuesday night
classes at the
"He's done this," King venient and confidential for canwill he mostly clear with lows in law and finance
University Of Illinois. He main- Alexander said in an interview didates and allows regents to
the lower 40s.
CD rate with an even stronger
close
interviews
after the regents' meeting. "He schedule
knows these issues. He's done it together as the candidates fly in.
"If you bring them to cambefore."
Earlier in the meeting-, Sparks pus. some of them are leery of
briefed the other 10 regents that because they don't want it
about the search process. The known they are a candidate," he
hoard approved allowing Vice Said.
Then the top three or four
President of Financial and
Administrative Services Tom candidates will be brought to
EVERY MONDAY BEGINNING
Denton and his staff to execute campus to meet with faculty,
SEPT. 19 THRU DEC.5
the request-for-proposal (RFP) staff, students and other groups.
process to hire a national search
"Scheme of Redemption'
Mark Lewis
Johnny Polk, Instructor
',tale Farm Agent
murray KY 42071
The New Testament Church'
8:00 p.m
\ ()pporttinitic \\rah Otil
Bus 270-753-9627
Andy Erwin, Instruct°,
,ark iewts 10180staiefarm corn
'

New e-Health board to meet in November

One-lane work to
start Tues. on Wiswell
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Bush picks Alito as new Supreme Court nominee
By RON FOURNIER
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush, stung by the
rejection of his first choice,
nominated
veteran
judge
Samuel Alito today M a bid to
reshape the Supreme Court and
mollify his conservative allies.
Ready-to-rumble Democrats
warned that Ahto may be an
extremist who would curb abortion rights.
"Judge Alito has served with
distinction on that court for 15
years, and now has more prior
judicial experience than any
Supreme Court nominee in more
than 70 years," Bush said, drawing an unspoken contrast to his
first choice, Harriet Miers.
Unlike her nomination,
which was derailed Thursday by
Bush's conservative allies. Alito
faces vocal opposition from
Democrats.
"The Senate needs to find out
if the man replacing Miers is too
radical for the American people." said Senate Minority
tatter Harry Reid, D-Nevada.
So consistently conservative,
Alito has been dubbed "Scalito"
or "Scalia-lite" by some lawyers
because his judicial philosophy
invites comparisons to conservative Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia. But while Scalia
is outspoken and is known to
badger lawyers, Alito is polite,
reserved and even-tempered.
Given solid Republican support in the Senate — where the
GOP controls 55 of the 100 seats
— Democrats would have to filibuster to block Alito's confir-

Doctors recommend
hepatitis vaccine
for all children,
whooping cough
shots for adults --ATLANTA(AP) — All chil-

-

dren between ages 1 and 2
should be vaccinated against the
hepatitis A Virus, a national vaccine panel recommended.
About 25 percent of hepatitis
A cases occur in children, but
many adults get the disease from
infected youngsters, health officials said. The virus, which
attacks the liver and can cause
fever, diarrhea and jaundice, is
sometimes caused by eating
food contaminated with feces.
It is rarely fatal. But in 2003,
nearly 600 people were sickened
by hepatitis and three died in the
nation's largest outbreak. The
cause was blamed on contaminated onions served at a
Pennsylvania restaurant.
The Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices, which
helps set federal vaccination
guidelines, voted unanimously
to recommend that a two-dose
vaccination be given yourlechildren. The panel's recommendations are routinely adopted by
federal health officials and are
influential to doctors.
Since 1999, the government
has recommended Hepatitis A
vaccinations for children in 17
states where rates of the disease
were highest. But the success of
those campaigns seems to have
leveled off, and health officials
fear rates may rebound.
Also, the panel unanimously
recommended that pertussis
vaccine be added to the tetanusdiphtheria booster shot for
adults. The action was an
attempt to help prevent whooping cough deaths of infants who
can catch it from adults who
may not know they are infected.
whooping
Penussis, or
cough, is a potentially fatal bacterial respiratory infection.
Children are routinely vaccinated against it.

mation, a tactic that comes with parental and spousal notificapolitical risks. Conservatives tion. If confirmed by the Senate,
who denounced Miers as an Alito would replace retiring jusunqualified crony quickly tice Sandra Day O'Connor, a
praised Alito.
decisive swing vote in a host of
The nomination of Alito, a affirmative action, abortion,
judge on the 3rd U.S. Circuit campaign finance, discriminaCourt of Appeals since 1990, is tion and death penalty cases.
one step in Bush's political
Alito favors more restrictions
recovery plan as he 'tries to on abortion rights than either the
regain his footing after a cascade Supreme Court has allowed or
of troubles rocked his presiden- O'Connor has supported, based
cy.
on a 1992 case in which he supBush's approval rating in the ported spousal notification.
polls has tumbled to the lowest
Bush said he wanted Alito
point of his presidency and confirmed by year's end.
Americans are unhappy about
Wasting no time, Alito went
high energy prices, the costly to the Capitol shortly after the
war in Iraq and economic announcement to meet Senate
doubts. Bush also has been hit leaders. Accompanied by two of
by a criminal investigation that his children and Senate Majority
reached into the office of Vice Leader Bill Frist. Alito paused
President Dick Cheney and led first to pay his respects at the
to the indictment of I. Lewis coffin of the late civil rights pioLibby, the vice president's chief neer Rosa Parks in the Capitol
of staff, on perjury and other rotunda.
charges in the CIA leak investi"The president has made an
gation.
excellent choice today which
"The Supreme Court is an reflects his commitment to
institution I have long held in appoint judges in the mold of
reverence," said the bespecta- Scalia and Thomas," said Kay
cled judge, a former prosecutor Daly, president of ffie conservaand government attorney who tive Coalition for a Fair
has argued 12 cases before the Judiciary.
Supreme Court. "During my 29
Conservative activist Gary
years as a public servant. I've Bauer who had challenged
had an opportunity to view the Miers' nomination predicted
Supreme Court from a variety of Democrats will fight Alito. "At
perspectives."
least now the president.is having
Miers had never been a a battle with his political oppojudge.
nents and not with his friends,"
Praised by Democrats when Bauer told CNN. "I will help
confirmed for the appeals court him any way I can."
15 years ago. Alito has staked
Alito signaled his alliance
out positions supporting restric- with Daly and other conservations on abortion, such as tives, speaking of the "limited

someone outside what he calls
the "judicial monastery." the

officials said.
Unlike Miers, who has never
bep-ajudge, Alito,'a juristfrom
New Jersey. has been a strong
conservative voice on the 3rd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
since Bush's father. former
President George H.W. Bush.
seated him there in 1990.

For all your
insurance needs

And, were proud to introduce a new producer in our
agency! Together, we all work to provide you with the
insurance protection you need — auto, home, business
— at a reasonable price. And, most importantly, at time
of loss, we'll be at your side to help arrange-a prompt and fair claim settlement
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Dylan Slayden, 1 1/2 (left swing), and Rayghan Long, 2 1/2 (right swing), enjoy the
Friday early evening at Chestnut Park as the park's annual Trail of Treats started.
Doing the pushing for the kids are (from left) Dawn Slayden, Geoffrey Spayden and
Billy Houk.
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On Display in Our
New Showroom:

• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available

•Sony Big S< reens
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•Home Theater Systems
•Plasma & LCD TVs
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Fahrir.. India* Silk.,

270-753-6361

AP

President Bush shakes hands with judge Samuel Alito
after announcing Alito's selection as Supreme Court
nominee in the Cross Hall of the White House today in
Washington. President Bush. stung by the rejection of his
first choice, nominated conservative judge Alito to
replace moderate Justice Sandra Day O'Connor in a bid
to reshape the Supreme Court and mollify his political
base.
role the courts play in our con- hemorrhaging of support on his
stitutional system."
right wing. This is a nomination
Reid, who had jumped to the based on weakness, not on
support of Miers, promised to strength."
give Alito a "hard look."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., pulled no punches.
"Rather than selecting a nominee for the good of the nation
and the court, President Bush
has picked a nominee whom he
hopes will stop the massive

bruising criticism from _members of Bush's own party who
argued that the Texas lawyer and
loyal Bush confidant had thin
credentials on constitutional lass
and no proven record as a judicial conservative.
Senior administration officials. speaking on condition ot
anonymity because they were
not authonzed to discuss the
deliberations. said Alito was virtually certain from the start to
get the nod from the moment
Miers hacked out. The 55-yearold Italian-American jurist was
Bush's favorite choice of the
judges in the last set of deliberations hut he settled instead on
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Opening the door
to tourism money
Significantly, the money will
only be for reimbursements.
Local groups will have to spend
the money first, then the state
will -reimburse up to a fourth or
half of the cost of an initiative.
With the proposals still coming in. the range of applications
and projects is still unknown.
"We're going to have:to
determine who's out there asking for money," Fiveash said.
Under the legislation's direcOw, the money will go back to
counties based on where it is
generated. Thus, Louisville and
Lexington will get the lion's
shares, because that's where the
hotel rooms are located and
where the tax will be paid.
But even the 40 counties that
do not have lodging rooms will
get something under the formula.
-You may not have a hotel
there, but you may have an
attraction that drives that visitor
dollar." Fiveash said.
Sparrow said that was,a fair
way to approach distribution. so
long as it doesn't "get out of
proportion."
According to a study compiled for the department, $5.9
billion was spent by domestic
travelers in Kentucky in 2004F
In turn, that produced
174.300 jobs with $3.3 billion
in payroll. Although the study
WASHINGTON (AP) —
did not make the calculation,
The indictment of a top White
that works out to just under
House aide is a sign of deeper
.$4-9-.000 per job.
problems Within the administra'Though not poverty level
tion, say Democrats who are
--eritit+tiflt-Pfetritieftt-Bash-forfor an individual, according to
lauding I. Lewis Libby rather •
federal figures in 2005 —
than apologizing for his alleged
actions.
tourism jobs are not anywhere
closeio the 'average wagein
The Seriate Democratic
leader. Harry Reid, also said
Kentucky.
Sunday that another key insider.
According to state figures.
average wages for a Kentuckian presidential adviser Karl Rove.
in 2004 amounted to $33,135. . should resign because of his
• role in exposing .an undercover
Federal average wages were
CIA officer.
$39.348.
A veteran Republican senator
Still. Fiveash said tourism added that Bush needs tobring
investment pays dividends
.
"new blood" into his White
greater than any mutual fund.
"It's going to give hack $10 House.
Rove has not been charged.
for what you put into it.7
1 11rher-rnfitthtle`i t° he iftve'4-i'
I•iv cash said.'Thar% pretty et.vii:-'
gated in the CIA leaks case that
%Laxative."
hrought the indictment and resthititest incase all that
ignation on Friday of Libby, an
money doesn't come in. Fiveash
adviser to Bush and the top aide
said the local grants would he
to Vice. President Dick Cheney.
made twice a )ear, depending
Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald
on income Inmi the new tax.
has not made a decision on
.and with the new money.
whether Rove gave false testiliveash said he expects to find
mony during his four grand jury
inure hands out.
appearances. Rove is Bush's
We know now we'll be get- most trusted adviser.
ting applications from groups
Reid said he is disappointed
that have never applied before." that Bush and Cheney respondtiv cash said "The) knew there. ed to the indictment by praising
wasn't .in) mom: kgiorg."
Libby ---- known around
11131's 1,1, hal Vs, all v.:11i1
Washington as "Scooter" — and
R Chellt:run Is the
suggested they should apologize
would he the hest use ‘1 this
ranktof J. KV.. u to/respondent
for the leak that revealed the
moues-- Sparrow ,igiced -Vsg
identity of covert CIA officer
101 At Is s/ot lined Ple'SS
want to see it going into
Valerie Name.
kind 01 bricks MO mortal"
"First of all, the vice president issues this very terse statement praising Libby for all the
great things he's done." Reid
aid. -Then we have the-presi-

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) —
For decades, tourism officials in
Kentucky have complained
about the lack ()None resources
to entice visitors to the commonwealth.
Going
back to the
administration of Gov.
John Y.
Brown Jr.,
officials
insisted that
promotion
dollars more
than paid for
Capitol
themselves
Ideas
with money
By Mark
spent by
Chellgren
tourists.
AP Statehouse
There will
Reporter
be huge new
dollars this
year and tourism promoters say
the return is already obvious in
a new study they authorized.
But their own figures also show
tourisin jobs aren't exactly topof-the-line.
The 2(X)5 General Assembly
approved a I percent statewide
sales tax on hotel and motel
rooms, which initial estimates
said would generate perhaps $6
million annually. Proceeds from
the first three months of collections indicates the total could be
higher.
"le the money we've
always wanted," said Marcheta
Sparrow. president of the -- -Kentucky Tourism Council.
The win
appropriation of about $800,(XX)
which has gone to tourism profor each• of
motion
• • the last. ses.
eral years.
Now officials have to figure
out how and where to spend it
all.
Applications from local
tourism boards and nonprofit
attractions are being taken until
Tuesday. Tourism
Commissioner Randy Fiveash
said he hopes the first checks
ean-be sent out in February'
2006.
• The department figures the
money could go to such thing%
cr
toonsm pufilaattthIN.
tisement. hotchures. travC1 show
expenses. familiarization trips.
Internet sites and bid fees to
bring events to the state.
• The money cannot be used
for ordinary expenses at convention and visi ii if bureaus in
othei recipients. such as salaries
or p,cing the light bill
-It has to he used tin 111,nixt
adv Lansing." I 1st:JAI
ing
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Reid: Rove should resign
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three times the number who say
dent come on camera a few
ethics and honesty have risen
minutes later calling him
Scooter and what a great patriot during that time.
Republican -Sen. Trent -Lott he is. There has not been an
apology to the American people of Mississippi said Bush should
4oralzi.v.-olavicus_ problem lathe _he_on_the lookuuLfor:liew
blood, new energy, qualified
White House,- Reid, D-Nev.,
staff, new people in administratold ABC's "This Week."
tion." He said poor advice may
Meanwhile, Sen. Chris
have even contributed to the Dodd, D-Conn., said Cheney
failed nomination of Harriet
should "come clean" about his
Miers to the Supreme Court.
involvement and why he disA grand jury charged Libby
cussed Plame with Libby before
on Friday with five felonies
Libby spoke to reporters about
alleging obstruction of justice.
her.
perjury to a grand jury and
"What did the vice president
making false statements to FBI
know? What were his intenagents. If convicted, he could
tions?" Dodd asked on "Fox
face a maximum of 30 years in
News Sunday."
prison and $1.25 million in
"Now, there's no suggestion
fines.
the vice president is guilty of
Libby-waa-not--ehargedavath_
any-crime--here-whatsoever. But
the crime that the grand jury
our standard is just criminaliwas created to investigate —
ty, then we're never/oing to
get to the bottom of this,' Dodd specifically, Who leaked-the
name of Plame to reporters in
said.
2003. Libby and Rove were
Democrats appearing on
named by reporters brought
Sunday talk shows portrayed
before the grand jury. but it was
Libby's indictment as one of
unclear whether they knew that
many serious problems surshe was a covdrt agent.
rounding the White House and
Time magazine's Matthew
one of several allegatitans raisCooper, one of trke repartees-at
ing questions about Republican
the center of the investigation.
ethics. Republicans repeatedly
said Monday on ABC's "Good
said the charges have been
Morning America- that he was
made against only one individcertain he'd first learned from
ual and that Libby should be
Rove that Plame, the wife of
presumed innocent until proven
ambassador Joseph Wilson, was
guilty.
a CIA operative. Wilson. an
Public opinion appears to be
outspoken critic of the war in
running against Bush. Almost
Iraq. maintains the Bush White
half the public, 46 percent, say
House leaked his wife's covert
the level of ethics and honesty
identity as part of.a campaign to
in the federal government has
discredit him.
fallen with Bush as president,
"Before I spoke to Mr. Rove
according to an ABC NewsI didn't know about Wilson
Washington Post poll. That's

having a wife. And he was the
one who-suggested to me that
she worked at the agency," said
Cooper. "He didn't use her
name but he did mention
Wilson's wife.
Reid said Rove should resign
or be fired for even discussing
Plame. He recalled that Bush
once said he would fire anyone
involved in the leak, although
Bush later amended that standard to say he would fire anyone convicted of a crime.
"If he's a man of his word,
Rove should be history," Reid
said on CNN's "Late Edition."
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa.,
said Rove has not been charged
with any crime and that any talk
of him stepping down ispolitically motivated.
"Senator Reid is entitled to
his opiniori.-Mit-he s net-The
president of the United States,
and he doesn't administer justice in this country," Specter
said.
Republican Sen. Lindsey
Graham of South Carolina said
there "absolutely" should be an
internal White House investigation. But he said allegations of
illegal activity appeared to be
focused only on Libby.
"I think the likelihood of
Karl Row being indicted in the
future is virtually zpro,"
Graham said on CBS'"Face the
Nation."
Sen. Chuck Schumer, DN.Y., urged an internal investigation and that Bush, "if need
he, take the vice president to the
wood shed."

The heart of separation of powers
order the grand Jur) to stop handing down
ik I - Anyone hoping the latI-k\N
indictments because of Fletcher's amnesty
..,t court battle here between Gov. Ernie
of anyone but himself who may have vioFletcher and Attorney General Greg
lated state personnel laws.
Stunitai will bring a sudden end to the perThat, in effect, would bring the special
sonnel scandal envelopgrand jury to anend, since state law forbids
ing Fletcher's adminisa grand jury to issue a report that names
tration had better think
anyone who has not been indicted by it.
again.
A prosecutor involved in the grand jury's
It's not going to hapinvestigation said Fletcher's motion "is
pen.
nothing more than a rather clumsy attempt
However Franklin
to gag the grand jury." which is an arm of
Circuit Judge William
the judiciary and independent of the execuGraham rules on the
tive.
issue of the special
Graham put forth the key question that
grand jury's ability to
Agree Or hand down further
must he decided: "Can a governor cancel
Not
the power of the grand jury?"
indictments after
By Todd Duvall Fletcher issued his blanAfter telling both sides to file further
Syndicated
arguments with the court, Graham said he
ket pardon to all those
will rule on the matter later.
Columnist
who might be indicted
No one questions Fletcher's ability to
for Violating state Merit
pardon the nine individuals indicted by the
System laws, the losing
grand jury' before Aug. 29, when the parside certainly will appeal. probably directly
dons were made. But can Fletcher - or any
to the Supreme Court.
And considering the high court's dilatory other governor for that matter - issue an
open-ended pardon to anyone or everyone
consideration of an appeal over a disputed
who might have broken a law before the
seat in the Kentucky Senate, it could be
pardon was made? Fletcher exempted only
months before the justices hear and decide
himself in the sweeping pardon.
the grand jury case.
It seems to me that Fletcher's blanket
The issue to be decided is fairly simple pardon of all who might have broken permuch like the disputed Senate seat - but the
sonnel laws before Aug. 29 has the effect of
issue also goes to the heart of the constiturepealing the laws before that date for
tional separation of powers.
everyone except Fletcher and rendering the
Fletcher's attorney argued before
Graham last week that the governor's power victims of the offenses without recourse in
criminal court. The constitution makes it
to pardon and grant amnesty - even to
very clear that only the General Assembly
unnamed persons not yet charged with a
can repeal statutes it has lawfully enacted,
crime - is absolute. and Graham should

statutes that must apply to everyone, not
one individual not subject to a pardon or
amnesty.
So the arguments will be around for
awhile, and their resolution will have a
strong impact on the executive and judicial
powers in Kentucky long after the Fletcher
administration comes to an end.
One development in the personnel scandal last week shows how suspiciou's both
sides are. It involved first lady Glenna
Fletcher.
She sent her husband an e-mail passing
on a recommendation for someone to be
hired for a job not covered by the Merit
System. There is absolutely nothing wrong
with that and, indeed, such recommendations for non-Merit jobs happen all the
time. And it turned out the person recommended was highly qualified for the position she ultimately took.
But the e-mail was one of a number that
Fletcher's attorneys sought to keep from the
grand jury. and that, of course, set off speculation about what was going on.
When common sense prevailed, and the
e-mail was released publicly, Mrs. Fletcher
found herself answering questions about an
entirely proper recommendation.
Thus in a matter of days we've had high
constitutional courtroom drama and at the
same time silly and meaningless maneuvering involving the first lady.
Let's hope there is a lot less silly maneuvering from now on.
Todd Duvall is editorial page editor for
The State Journal in Frankfort.
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Obituaries
preceding her in death were her tliaband, w, Coleman Mc Keel
Lawrence,'Alien Morris. Randall Kursalve, Gary Grego and Chris
on
March 31. 2003; two sisters, Rubye O'Grady and Laura Sirs, and
Gardens.
Mrs. Mary Frances Wesson, 60, Murray, died Sunday. Oct. 30, Phillips. Burial Will follow in the Murray Memorial
one brother, Orville York. Born July 18. 1921. in Marshall ('ounty.
8
Tuesday.
to
5
p.m.
home
from
at
funeral
be
the
will
Visitation
1005, at 6:30 p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Hopkirtsville.
Mr. Lawrence, 70, Hammond Road, Farmington. Coldwater she was the daughter of the late Avus 'Clyde York and Sophia
She was born Aug. I, 1925, in Mississippi.
Thweatt York.
died Wednesday. Oct. 26, 2005. at 4 a.m. at his home.
community,
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangeSurvivors include three sons, Ronald Coleman McKeel and wile,
Preceding him in death were his wife, Mrs. Louise Lawrence and
ments.
one daughter, Peggy Hoy, both in 1995. and one grandson. Timothy Anne, Plano. Texas, Daniel York McKeel and wife. Ann. Murray,
Lawrence. Born June 15. 1935, in Calloway County, he was the son and Gregory Linn McKeel and wife, Rita. Paducah; one sister. Mrs.
Mrs. Lela Eudell Willoughby Scarbrough
of the late Ocus Eldon Lawrence and Lottie Lucille Stubblefield Anna Koehler, Troy, Mich.; two brothers, Joseph York and wife.
Mrs. Lela Eudell Willoughby Scarbrough, 90, Magnolia Dri%e,
Phyllis, and Edmond York and wife, Jan, all of Prudenville. Mich.,
Lawrence.
_
Murray, died Saturday, Oct.- 29,2005, at 7:30 p.m. in the emergency
Survivors include two sons. Gene David Lawrence and Jackie six grandsons, Richard Coleman McKeel and wife. Nis3a.
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Gilbert Lawrence, both of the Coldwater community; one sister. Carrollton. Texas, Michael Scott McKeel and wife, Julie. Louisville,
A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith.
Mrs. Glenda Peppel, Murray; one brother. William Lawrence and Andrew York McKeel and wife, April, Murray, Joseph Daniel
Preceding her in death were her husband, John Will Scarbrough.
wife, Lillian, Kirksey; 10 grandchildren, Katie and Kelly, Michigan. NIcKeel, Houston, Texas, and Matthew McDaniel McKee! and
April 26, 19%, one son, James Scarbrough, June 25, 2005, and 10
Melissa, Oregon, Amy Blanchard. North Carolina, Chrystal and Wesley Coleman McKee', both of Paducah; one great-grandson.
sisters and brothers. Born Dec. 7, 1914, in Calloway County, she
Megan, Texas, Cory Lawrence, Michigan, David Joseph Lawrence, Elijah Alexander McKee!. Murray.
was the daughter of the late Henry Willoughby and Lela Hensley
Farmington, and T.J. Metro and Christopher of the U.S. Marine
Willoughby.
Mrs. Mary Jo Anderson-Mathis
Corps; three stepdaughters; one step son.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane Page and husband.
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Jo Anderson-Mathis was Sunday at 2
Dana.
and
wife.
Frank, Bowling Green; one son. Jerry Scarbrough
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Benton.
Goff
L.
(Philip)
Pete
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Pauline Crouse and husband, Joe, Detroit,
Pete (Philip) L. Gott, 59, Depot Road. Grand Rivers. father of The Rev. James Fulton, the Rev. James Lawson and the Rev. Don
Mich.; daughter-in-law, Mrs. Nancy Scarbrough. Shepherdsville:
Ray Goff of Dexter, died Friday, Oct. 28, 2005, at 3:08 p.m. Ragsdale officiated. Burial was in the Unity Cemetery.
Philip
four grandchildren; Vicki Moore and husband. Bill, and Ray
Persons may send a condolence to the family or sign the on-line
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Western
at
Scarbrough, all of Louisville, Marty Scarbrough and wife, Nancy,
Control Plant. Cadiz, he guest book for Mrs. Mathis at wvvvv.filbeckcannking.com.
Johnson
at
welder
A
Jonesboro, Ark., and Lela Jane Bradshaw and husband, Michael,
Mrs. Anderson-Mathis, 73. of Benton and Hardin, died Thursday.
was a member of Lake City Baptist Church and
Danville; nine great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
27. 2005. at 8:30 p.m. at her home in Benton.
Dec
was an Army veteran.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
She retired as executive housekeeper from Kenlake State Resort
death were his father, 011ie
in
him
Preceding
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
Park and later worked and retired from Premier Motors in Hardin.
Goff, and two brothers.
in the Murray City Cemetery.
his wife. Mrs. Janie She was a member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
include
Survivors
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Preceding her in death was her first husband. Joe Boyd Anderson.
McFarland Goff: two daughters. Mrs. Phyllis
Lee McDonald, Grand Rivers, and Mrs. Violet She was the daughter of the late Hoy Darnell and Nova Houser
Mrs. Lelia Virginia Locke Seal
Marie Duncan, Eddyville; one son, Philip Ray Darnell.
Mrs. Lelia Virginia Locke Seal, 93. Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Survivors include her husband, James W. Mathis; one son. Lt.
Goff, Dexter; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Jane
died Saturday, Oct. 29. 2005, at 3:15 a.m. at West View Nursing
Shepherd. Orange Park, Fla., and Mrs. Barbara Col. Phillip D. Anderson and wife, Alicia Kai, and two grandsons,
Goff
Home, Murray.
Turner and Mrs. Vickie Lynn Oaks, both of 'Nikolas Dean Anderson and Justin Lee Anderson. all of Paducah:
She was a member of West Huntsville Church of Christ.
Jackson; one brother. Earl David Goff. one brother. Ronnie Darnell. Kirksey.
Huntsville, Ala.
Northville, Mich.; eight grandchildren; two
Preceding her in death were her husband, Ernest S. Seal in 1994;
Mrs. Pat Jumara
great-grandchildren:
three sisters. Minnie Belle Eubanks, Clara Mae Esslinger and Mary
The funeral for Mrs. Pat Jumara was Saturday at 10 a.m. at St.
The funeral was today(Monday)at 11 a.m. in
Jackson; three brothers, Morris. Gilbert and J.H. Locke Jr. Born
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Stephens Catholic Church. Cadiz. Fr. Carl McCarthy officiated.
Dec. 28, 1911,in Elkton, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late J.H.
Rev. Willis Guess officiated. Burial was in the Burial was in the East End Cemetery, Cadiz, with Goodwin Funeral
Locke Sr. and 011ie Breminger Locke.
Home of Cadiz in charge of arrangements.
Dixon Cemetery, Grand Rivers.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Virginia Randolph and husMrs. Jumara, 70, Cadiz, died Wednesday. Oct. 26, 2005, at her
band, Paul. Murray; one son. Edward Seal and wife, Ruth,
home.
McKeel
York
Frances
Mary
Mrs.
Wetumpka, Ala.; one sister, Mrs. Gladys Graham, Madison. Al.; five
She had retired from Aerojet General, Sacramento. Calif., after
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Frances York McKeel will be
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
years of service. She was a member of St. Stephens Catholic
35
Rolen
Wednesday at II a.m. at First Christian Church. Dr. Charles
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Huntsville
Burial will follow in the Murray Church, Cadiz.
officiate.
will
Roos
David
Dr.
and
Memory Gardens, Huntsville, Ala. Dr. Paul Randolph will officiate.
Preceding her in death were one sister, Agnes Lewis,. and one
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Murray, from
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday. brother, Al Hilmes. She was the daughter of the late Bernard Hilmes
5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church, and Johana Gronniger Hilmes.
Expressions of syrnpathy may be made to CASA (Court •
Survivors include her husband, Joe Jumara, to whom she had
North Fifth St., Murray. KY 42071 or Hospice of Murray1
1
I
Appointed Special Advocates for Children). 305 North Fourth St..
married for 50 years; one daughter, Mrs. Deborah Lindsay, Oak
been
42071.
KY
Murray,
St..
Poplar
803
Hospital,
County
Calloway
Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. McKee!, 84, Olive Street, Murray, died Friday. Oct. 28, Grove, Calif.; one son, Robert David Jumara and wife, Cynthia, Las
Vegas, Nev.; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Ann Rumker, Kansas City,
_ .__ • _
-2003-,--at-10-41--am-at her-home. _
Eldon David Lawrence
Mo., Mrs. Betty Walker, Tempe, Ara., and Mrs. CiT Tarter,
she
Which
She was co-owner of McKee! Equipment. Murray.
The funeral for Eldon David Lawrence will. be Wednesday at 11 owned and operated with her late husband, W. Coleman McKeel. Neosho, Mo.; three brothers, Bernard (Junior) Hilmes, Rockville,
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock--eoleilian & Yolk Tuncial Home. Dr. She was a member of First Christian Church, si.-bere She served as a-MI. and Timmy'Mimes ---anct-Virment -tfitni)-- +filmes:
J.H. Lipford and the Rev. Tim Palmer will officiate. Music will be past deacon and elder and was a member of the Christian Women's Springfield. Mo.; five grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
by Dwight and Kathy Lipford.
Fellowship.
Pallbearers will be Clarence Caswell, Nathan Mohondro. Gary

Mrs. Mary Frances Wesson

Rosa Parks first woman to lie in honor in capitol rotunda
By KEN THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Rosa Parks, the former seamstress whose defiant refusal to
give-up-her bus seat to a-white
man inspired -the civil rights
movement-.-become-the--- first
woman to lie in honor in the
Capitol Rotunda on Sunday.
sharing an honor bestowed upon
Abraham Lincoln, John F.
Kennedy and the nation's highest leaders.
-sPresidenr-Bustrand congre
sional leaders placed wreaths by
her casket, while members of a
university choir greeted her with
"The Battle Hymn of the
Republic."
Rep. John Conyers. D-Mich..
for whom Parks worked in
Detroit. said the ceremony
showed "the legacy of Rosa
Parks is more than just a success
for the civil rights movement or
for African-Americans. It means
it's a national honor."
State
of
Secretary
Condoleezza Rice paid tribute
during a service in Montgomery.
Ala., earlier Sunday. Rice said
she and others who grew up in
Alabama during' the height of
Parks' activism might not have
realized her impact on their
lives. "but I can honestly say
that without Mrs. Parks. I probably would not be standing here
today as secretary of state."
Outside the Capitol, as flags
flew at half-statT. thousands of
people awaited the chance to
pay their respects. Some carried
signs that read. "Thank you,
Rosa Parks."
The crowd cheered loudly
when the motorcade, led by
Parks' hearse and a vintage D.C.
Metro bus, arrived. Her casket
was carried up the Capitol steps
by a military honor guard while
Rep. Carolyn Kilpatrick. D-

AP

The general public files by the casket of Rosa Parks as she lies in honor at the Capitol
Rotunda Sunday in Washington. Parks helped to initiate the civil rights movement of the
1950s and 1960s when she refused to give up a seat on a public bus to a white man. The
resulting boycott of the Montgomery. Ala. bus line led to the involvment of the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
Mich., prayed with family members and friends.
Senate chaplain Barry Black.
bowing his head in prayer, said
Parks' courage "ignited a move:
ment that aroused our national
conscience" and served as an
example of the "power of fateful, small acts:Bush didn't speak at the
small ceremony, but he issued a
proclamation Sunday ordering
the U.S. flag to be flown at halfstaff over all public buildings on
Wednesday, the day of Parks'
funeral,and burial in Detroit.
The president and first lady

$100 OFF
'Your Choice Auto'

Collision °educate.

Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
qualify for 5100 off each year
up to $500 total

I.

Thurmond
INSURANCE & INVESTMENTS
12TH & OLIVE, MURRAY, KY

Call for info: 762.1030

Laura Bush were joined by
Senate Majority Leader Bill
Frist. R-Tenn., Senate Minority
Leader -Harry Reid. D-Nev..
temporary House majority

leader Roy Blunt, R-Mo.. and
other members of Congress.
"She was a citizen in the best
sense of the word," said Sen.
Tom Harkin. D-lowa. "She
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caused things to happen in our
society that made us a better,
more caring, more just society."
Fred Allen, 59, who grew up
in segregated Halls, Tenn.,
brou_ght his 20-year-old son to
help him understand the civil
rights era.
"He -has no idea vvbat if walS
like to grow up in the South,
where you had to hold your head
down," Allen said.'
Parks, 92. died Oct. 24 at her
home in Detroit. She had been
arrested ia 1955 for refusing to
give up her seauu the front of a
city bus to a white man. Among
those who supported her was the
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.,
-who led the 381-day boycott of
the Montgomery bus system that
helped initiate the modern civil
rights movement.
"She was a gentle giant," said
his son, Martin Luther King III.
Sunday morning; before her
casket was flown to Washington,
Parks was remembered by hundreds of people in a chapel bearing her name at St. Paul A.M.E.
Church in Montgomery. Ala.,
where she was once a member.
"I was here when Rosa Parks
started and I just wanted to be
here when she departed." said
the Rev. Joseph Lowery, who
Southern
the
co-founded
Leadership
Christian

Conference with,King.
Lowery and the Rcv. Jesse
Jackson said one way to carry on
Parks' legacy now is to push
Congress to renew the 1965
Voting Rights Act, which they
said would-WM jeoparAfwben
it comes up for review in 2007.
The Rev. At Sharpton. whowas
year old at the time of
Parks' arrest, said when he
arrived in Montgomery for the
memorial, he thought about
"how if she had just moved her
seat, how history might have
changed."
Sharpton, a New York-- City
activist, said national leaders
such as Rice and former
Secretary Of State Colin Powell
would have never reached their
posts without Parks' symbolic.
act. Rice would be struggling in
a racially charged Birmingham
and "Colin Powell would be sitting in a segregated Army barracks," Sharpton.said. •
Johnnie Carr, a 94-year-old
veteran of the bus boycott, said
Parks was her childhood friend,
a woman who "gave every
ounce of her devotion" to fighting racial inequality.
"We have accomplished a lot.
we've come a long way,- Carr
said,"but believe me. we have a
long way to go."
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Healthcare Breakfast will
be held on Wednesday

Center for
Halloween Decorations
Education
plans classes
The Center for Continuing
Education is currently taking
registrations from the community for two non-credit COMputt': classes."BaSies of Web Site
Construction" and "Introduction
to Microsoft PowerPoint."
The web site construction
class will give participams a
hands-on opportunity to learn
and understand how to build
website. Topics covered
include: how a website is set
op:. the use of website software (such as Microsoft Front,Page); the basics of HTML;
and how to publish the website.
The class will meet for three
yonsecutive Mondays. beginning__. Not. 14. from 6 to
p.m. The fee for the cla‘.
$65 which includes learning
materials.
Introduction to PowerPoint
will teach participants how to
use the software program wideused for presentations, slide
shows or general announcements.
The , two-night seminar will
meet on Thursdays. Nov. 17
and Dec I. front 6 to 8 p.m.
the price for the class it. S45,
which includes a manual, a
reterence guide and other learning material. Both classes will be held
in room 209 of the Collins
industry and techology center
on the MSU campus. Space
in ca..h class is limited.
information.

to

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Children seldom
misquote. In fact,
they usually
repeat word for
word what you
shouldn't have
said.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV. 3
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
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The Legend Of Zorn:,
- 715 - !i
Prime
(;13 • 7- 10 - 9:25
1)
North (7ountr
- ti:r)11- 9:2o
The Fog
PG 1
Program Information Call 751.3314
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Laker Band Boosters will meet

Photo provided
Halloween decorations are showing up all over town. The home of Sam and Carolyn
Warner on Clayshire Street is pictured decorated for Halloween.

Published poetry book reflects a life's
journey for Calloway County native
By LINDA CLARK
Guest Writer
Joette Lassiter McDonald has
published a book of poetry.
Waiting for the Bus at Protemus—a Poetic Journey from.
Rural Kentucky to the Four Corners of the Earth, and will be
featured at a book signing at
the Murray State University
Bookstore in the Curris Center. Thursday. November 3 from
1200 noon to 2:(X) PM. and
at The New Life Christian
Streets on Friday November 4
10.00 AM to 1.00—PM-.Her professional writing
career came when she was all
of 11 years old. writing a weekly local column (gossip. as it
were) for the Murray Democrat. Soon after, she started writing a children's story for Murray's other weekly, The Ledger
and Times_ McDonald earned
a nit:kel an inch for her ya4.
which 'she said netted her ir,-f
a month front each newspaavr. She would later use ,the
money she earned to buy an
I 'nderwood typem, riter frorn
sears Roebuck. for a whopping 535. During those early
jTshc wk.-ETV-tile Tight Of
'a kerosene lamp, until the Rural
Electric Association brought
electricity to that area ot Calloway County.
Joette grew up in the Protemus area of Calloway County. and she and her siblings.
along with set eral other neighborhood Lhildren had to walk
from their country road. often
impassible by automobile in had
weather, down to the general
store to wait for the hit., to
take them to school at Ly in
Grove. Het childhiskl home w as
made up of a log cabin with
a two osim addition. The
cabin portion has been preserved by the family who currently resides at that location.
It's no surprise that this
scribe, who graduated from
Lynn Grove High School in
1953. would attend Murray
scholState College on a S
al ship the Murray Rotary Club
gave her, based on her poetr.). She found employment in
the college's library.. and was
a paid staff member of The
College Nests, majoring in journalism and English.
hen late came along.
Matt Sparkman, Dean of'
Students. came to McDonald's
English classroom one day and
:tsked her ti Waal ',Aloof. at

,
Rey/ea-ions
salon
Welcomes New Stylists

Joette L. McDonald
the age of 18. in Calvert City.
Due to her financial circumstances. she jumped at the
chance for the $1,(XX)-a-year.
syqbe4rd,of amount of
job. ,
money.' 'I don't know why he
picked me. But 1 remember 1
had 38 first graders and 1 had
never been in a classroom
except as a student myself. I
figured that if I loved them,
they would learn. I have a phi- ,
fosophy that kids are always
going to learn something. You
just have to give them some-,
thing to learn." While teaching at Calvert City, she met
her future husband. Joe McDonald, a young chemical engineer.
After marriage. 32 years as
an educator, four adult children, eight grandchildren, and
one great-grandchild. McDonald said she wanted to publish her work. "At first it was
just for immediate family. Poetry isn't a thing that sells. Then
20 copies turned to 500. Publishing the book was like giving birth. only I've been pregnant for 50 years!"
Her book illustrates a life
rich, not only in people and
relationships, but events that
lead to that. McDonald in addition to her volunteer work.
also travels the world, having
been to more than 40 countries. "When I travel, 1 journal. My journal. when I traveled to India is a book. A lot
of these people influenced my
life." She, and her family have
served as host for several
exchange students, some of
whom they still visit in their
native homeland.. In addition.
Joette has had the wonderful
experience of being an exchange
teacher in Sweden. Some of

her poetry has been set to
music by a classical composer.
Joette and her husband of
48 years, Joe. moved from
Kentucky. to Illinois, then to
Ohio in ,I963. and now reside
in Vermilion. OH. One of the
keys to Joette's life has been
her marriage. She said simply
of Joe. "He has let me do
what I want to do." As a winner of the WCLV •poetry contest, she won a trip to Honey.
Run. to which she took Joe.
'"That's -aVel-Cise as he'gets to
my--writing7-He--has--hever-readmy journals.'
Reflected in the hook are
47 years of experiences, and
25 journals, producing 2,200
pages of work to put the literary life of one rural Calloway County girl named Joette
Lassiter, into a 317 page hook
of poetry. The book chronicles
her life's experiences from
1958-2005, from children, travel, to friendships. love, and
current events. "It was a lifetime dream for me to have a
book of poetry published", said
McDonald. who has been retired
for ten years as an educator.
McDonald's t. al UCT 3S writer began as far back as
she can remember. "I wrote
2.5(X) poems. which. if I figured right, is a poem a week
for 48 years. That doesn't mean
I wrote all the time. I went
through dry spells. Some-weeks
I'd write nothing. some weeks
I'd write. Writers know it comes
when it comes."
If anything. Riede said, she
would like people to see in
her writing "a universal feel.
I want them to feel connected. It's really' satisfying to see
my poetty. in one place. If my
poems can make people feel
something they've felt before.
or if they read them and say.
'that was the way it was', then
that is all I can hope for."
In the final paragraph of
the Introduction of her book.
Joette describes her feelings
by stating: "I believe that God
led me precisely where I was
meant to go. I've had the priceless opportunity of working with
young minds, and hopefully
pointing them toward the pleasures of the written word, and
the excitement of learning. I've
had the incredible joy of a
loving family. and the unmerited bonus of exploring the
world and making friends in
new. places. Thank you-God!"
The rest is summarized in
her terse.

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country- Club held their regularly
scheduled Bridge play on Oct. 26.
Winners were Mary Alice Smith. first, and Jo Anne Auer.
second.
The ladies will play Bridge on Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at
the club house. Hostess will he Shirley Wade. phone 7512220.

Home Decor • Mexican Pottery & Iron
Jewelry • Bridal Regi,try

20% OFF All Sak Purses & Jewelry

Brands Burgess & Shannon Contri
1%a114-Ins Welcome
'S..

Auction starts tonight

Murray and Hazel Lions Clubs annual
radio auction will start tonight at 6:30 p.m.
over WNBS. Auctions will start Tuesday and Wednesday at 6
P.m.

For more
-------44"4-r. contact thc ('enter fnr--"-fru.
ontinumg Education at 762in 1 -8(0-6610654. ext.

Focus on Healthcare at Business CO
Breakfast will be Wednesaay at 7:30 a.m.
in the Murray Room of Murray State University Regional Special Events Center.
Featured speakers will be Marty White,
director of public and government relations for the Kentucky Medical Association and Laura Unger, medical editor of
the Courier Journal.
This is sponsored by the board and staff
of Nfurray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce.

12th St. • Olympic Plaza • 759-1112

Oct-ober 31st - November 5th
•I

MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON
400 Main 5t.. • Murray, KY 4207'1 • 270-767-0007
...............
.....

Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday'
at 5:30 p.m. in the band room of Calloway County High
School. Middle and high school parents and all interested persons are invited.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the media center at the
school. All interested parties are invited..

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway
464, east of Almo.

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Alana
Garrison. Wilda Jean Purdom, Peggy Billington and Marlene
Newell.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex_ of Calloway Public Library. Weigh.to 9un Avith_the megling to he-held
frrim -8:
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
. Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West' Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Senior Citizens promotion Tuesday
A rebate day at Captain D's for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will be today Persons are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the Senior Citizens.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
6
I. e
N.
•
annex of CallowayFor information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

,.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Center banquet planned
Life House Care Center will have its annual fundraising
banquet on Friday from 6:30 to 8:30 .m. in the ballroom of
Murray State University Curris Center. The purpose is to raise
funds to support the ministry of Life_ House. To make- reservations call, 753-0700 by today.

New Concord Watch tonight
New Concord Neighboihood Watch will meet tonight at 7
p.m. at New Concord Church of Christ. Calloway Sheriff Larry
Roberts will be the speaker. All neighborhood residents are
urged to attend.

Westside festival is today
.Westside Baptist Church. 207 Robertson Rd., South, will
have its -fall festival today from 5 to 8 p.m. This is for family fun for 'kids, birth through sixth grade. Free food, games,
crafts, activities, puppets and lots of candy. will be feattired.

West View invites plans event
West View -Nursing Home invites the- - c-onununity -RI- come
trick or treat with them today from 5 to 7 p.m. 'Because of
the current construction project. persons are asked to walk to
the event as there will be no community parking available.
"Our residents look forward to this event each and every year
and we hope you and your family will come and he a pan
of this festive event." said Pati Hedy:ell, activities director. For
information call Bedwell at 767-3679.

Need Line to provide food baskets
For Calloway. County and Murray residents who cannot
afford to buy Christmas dinner., Need Line will be accepting
applications on the Nov. 9, 10. II. 28 and 29 at the office in
the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.. Murray.. To make
an application, each one should bring proof of income and
food stamps for all members in the household. This program
is first come, first serve, other factors permitting. The above
listed dates are the only dates, Need Line will be accepting
applications. For more information call the office at 753-6333.

AUTO
INSURANCE
\FED A QUOTE? CALL or CLICK

753-4703
R\I1 I-41 ‘1.cum
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HEALTH
WEDNESDAY,NOV.2
Benton
Marshall County Senior
Citizen Center
9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
*Osteo heel scans
THURSDAY,NOV.3
Mayfield
Graves County Senior
Citizen Center
9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m
*Osteo heel scans
TUESDAY.NOV.8
Murray
Wal-Mart
8:30a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY,NOV.9
Murray
Wellness Center
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
THURSDAY,NOV.ID
Murray
Save-A-Lot
8:30am. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

EXPRESS

MONDAY,NOV.21
Murray
George Weak's Center
8:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

The

The hospital's Health Express will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and blood
sugar screenings at its stops during the

TUESDAY.NOV.22
Hamlin
Hamlin One Stop
9:00 a.m. - 1 1:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
MONDAY,NOV.28
Murray
First United Methodist
Church
8:00 a.m. - I I:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

month of November.
If you intend to receive a blood sugar
screening, please note that this test is free of
charge under the following conditions:
• annually,iffamily history of diabetes

exists.
• anytime there is a 20-pound weight gain
or loss.
• every three years under all other

TUESDAY,NOV.29
Dover
Dover Senior Citizen
Center
9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
WEDNESDAY,NOV.
Murray
Orschlens
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

conditions.
If you are diagnosed with diabetes, you can
have your blood sugar monitored on the Health
Express with a written prescription from your
physician and file it with the Health Express
nurse. Your physician will specify the frequency
for monitoring on the prescription.
An Occult Blood Screening Kit is also
available for $4. This screening detects blood

MONDAY.NOV.14
Puryear
Subway
8:30 am.-Tr3iTa.m.
Hazel
C-Mart
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

MCCH HOgsrPICE PREENIU

in the stool.
These screenings are offered to detect
disease in its earliest stages when there are no
symptoms.If you are experiencing symptoms,

Way Home, a readers' theatre piece that tells the stories of two cancer
patients from Western Kentucky, will be presented on Sunday, November 13 at
2 p.m. at Murray Woman's Clubhouse by Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hospice. This encore presentation is being sponsored by Murray Woman's Club,
due to an overwhelming response from the community after the original
performance in March.
This unique play was written by Murray writer cianstance Alexander and
is being directed by MaryAnne Medlock, also from Murray. A reception will
follow this informal presentation. The event is being performed during the
month of November to recognize National Hospice Month. The performance is
free to the public, but donations will be accepted to benefit MCCH Hospice.
The cast consists of three major roles played by Tonda Thomas, Karen
Olson, and Martha Broach. There is also a chorus ofspeakers, which include
Dorothy Hargrove, Lola James, Pati Williams, Fran Miller, Karye Olson Guess,
and Tory Daughrity. All those involved bring a unique experience to the performance either as a Hospice caregiver, Hospice volunteer, cancer survivor, or experience with end-of-life issues.
National Hospice Month seeks to build awareness of hospice care.
During this month, the nation's 3,200 hospice providers try to reach out to their
communities to promote awareness of the care available at the end of life. The
performance of The Way Home is one way in which MCCH Hospice will be
spreading awareness during the month of November.
For more information about the event, contact Constance Alexander at 270-7539279, or email her at constanceale=nder€icharter net or contactlimmieJoyce,
MCCH Hospice Coordinator. at270-767-210&

iiiii11111111Plo

Miracle Moments is pleased to otter the dasses listed here as part of our Miracle
Moments Maternity Package. Pre-registration is reckuired for all dasses. For more
information, to arrange for a personalized tour-of the Miracle Moments Matemity----Unit, to schedule a private pre-natal breast-feeding consult, or to pre-register for any
classes, call (270) 762-1940.

MURRAY

- you should see your physician immediately.
THURSDAY,NOV.17
Paris
Paris Shopping Square
9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

For more information, please
contact 270.762.1348

November Sibling Class
MONDAY - November 28
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Center for Health & Wellness

November Prepared Childbirth
MONDAY - November 7, 14 & 21
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Centerfor Health & Wellness

COMMUNITY EVENTS
TURKEY TIDBITS
Rebecca Wright,MS,RD,LD will offer an educational session entitled,-Thrkey
Tidbits,"on Monday,November7from 12 Noon to 12:30 p.m. at the Center for
Health & Wellness.This will be a fun and informative session on Thanksgiving holiday
eating,from menu selection to table decorations. Dust off your pilgrim's hat and gather
with us to plan and even sample a tasty tidbit. For more information,contact the Center for
Health & Wellness at 270-762-1F1T.
NEW MEDICARE PART D DRUG PLAN
Are you confused by the NEW Medicare Drug Plan? The Center for Health & Wellness is
offering an educational session on Tuesday,November8from 10 a.m.to 11 a.m. at the
Center for Health & Wellness. Ruth Pickens,Pharmacist will present and help you learn
about the new Medicare Drug Plan and all that it entails. To pre-register,contact the
Center for Health & Wellness at 270-762-1FIT.
FREE SCREENINGS
Join us on Tuesday,November 15 for osteoporosis and vision/glaucoma screenings.The
screenings will take place from 8 a.m.- 12 noon and 1 p.m.- 3 p.m. at the Center for
Health & Wellness. For more information or to make an appointment, please call(270)
762-1348.
DIABETES SCREENINGS
During American Diabetes Month,stop by the Center for Health & Wellness and have
your blood sugar checked to see if you are at risk for diabetes. Join us on Wednesday.
November9from 8 a.m.- 12 noon.For more information or to make an appointment,
please call(270)762-1348.

ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE SUPPORT

MOTHER TO MOTHER
Tuesday, November 8 & 22
4:30 pm•MCCH Board Room.
20th Anniversary of MCCH
Alzheimer's Support Group.
Free sitter service during meeting
provided by Shared Care Adult
Day Care. Call 753-0576 by
Monday at 4 pm. Contact Cindy
Ragsdale for more information at
270-762-1108.

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT
No meetings scheduled for
November or December.
Contact Evelyn Wallis for more
information at 270-489-2462.

GRIEF RECOVERY

ft,

MINIMALLY INVASIVE JOINT REPLACEMENT SEMINAR
Join us on Wednesday,November 2or Wednesday,November 16 beginning at 6 p.m.
in the classroom ofthe Center for Health & Wellness for an educational question and
answer session on joint replacement surgery. Dr. Jefferson. Orthopaedic Surgeon will
present and discuss benefits ofthe replacement and improvementof quality oflife.
Refreshments will be provided and door prizes will be awarded.To pre-register for the
seminar, please call(270)762-1348.
PRE NATAL NUTRITION
Come by the CHW on Tuesday, November 8from 12 Noon - 1 p.m. as Rebecca
Wright, MS,RD.LD helps you learn the proper role ofdiet for a healthy pregnancy.This
class is recommended for women in their first trimester,so healthy eating habits can be
established early in pregnancy. but any mother expecting is encouraged to attend. Rebecca
will discuss why proper nutrition is necessary for you and your baby and how to achieve
this. The class is Free to Center for Health & Wellness members who have a "Wellness
Package"and a small fee applies for the community and Miracle Moments moms.For more information. plea • call(270)762-1348.
DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT CLASSES
These classes are presented by the Center for Diabetes and help create awareness on the
latest diabetic treatments and self-management techniques.For more information or to sign
up for the classes, please call(270)762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840,ext.1806. Tuesday,
November 1 & Wednesday,November 2 and also on Wednesday,November 16 &
Thursday,November 17 classes are being held at the Center for Health & Wellness
from 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.

BREASTFEEDING
SUPPORT

Thursday,November 10
6:30 pm•MCCH Annex
Conference Room.Contact
MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert
at 270-762-1274.

Friday, November 4, 11, 18,& 25
10:30 am•Calloway County Public
Library's Meeting Room.If good
weather then we will meet in the park
behind the library. Contact Heather
Duffy at 270-436-5657.

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT
Tuesday, November 8
12:00 pm •Glendale Place
Tuesday, November 22
12:00 pm •George Weak's Center
Come at 11:30 a.m. if you plan to eat
with the Senior Citizens. Contact
Dixie Hopkins,at 270-753-6001.

STROKE/HEAD
INJURY SUPPORT
Thursday,November 17
5:30 pm •Center for Health &
Wellness. Contact Cheryl Crouch
at 270-762-1557.

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS
Candlelight Memorial Service
Thursday,December 1
7:00 pm •University Church of
Christ. No meetings scheduled
for November or December.
Contact MCCH Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 270-762-1274,or
Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.

,k1 IA

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

803 POPLAR STREET • MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071 • 1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100
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FSA County
Committee elections
to begin soon

AGRICULTURAL UPDATE
By Todd Powell

2005 Purchase Area Tobacco
Meeting is Thursday night
Once again the time has come that many
farmers throughout the region are starting
to strip their tobacco and deliver on the
year's contracts.
In order to give our families some points
on handling the 2005 tobacco crop. residents are invited to attend the Purchase •
Area Tobacco Meeting which will be held
on Thursday, beginning at 6:30 p.m.. at the
MSU Exit() Center on College Farm Road
in Murray.
This year's program will consist of three
speakeh from different aspects of the
•
tobacco industry. A representative from
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Manufacturing
Limited Partnership will be welcoming
e% cry one and making introductions. Dr.
Andy Bailey. U.K. Tobacco Specialist, will

be giving an overview of the 2005 growing
season. Mr. Tim Hughes. Office of
Agriculture Policy-Kentucky Agriculture.
Finance Corporation, will he doing a presentation about the Agriculture
Infrastructure Loan Program.
With all of the changes happening with
tobacco it is even more important to learn
as much as possible about how the market
is changing and new ideas to help insure
that tobacco will continue to be a profitable
business for our community.
• The•U,S. Smokeless Tobacco
Manufacturing Limited Partnership is sponsoring this meeting by having an all-youcan-eat barbecue dinner, which is free of
charge for those who attend. Several agribusinesses will have displays set up for res-

LEXINGTON, Ky. — If you are a local farmer or agricithur,
al producer, the U.S. Department of Agriculture encourages You
to vote and make a difference.
This year, Farm Service Agency County Committee elections
will be held Nov. 4 through Dec. 5. FSA County Committees
give farmers a voice in how the Agency's programs are administered in their communities., _They play an important role by making decisions on commodity price support loans and payments;
conservation and disaster programs; and other important tgricultural issues.
Ballots will be mailed no later than Friday. Eligible producers, who do not receive ballots by mail, should contact their local
FSA County Office.
Learn more by visiting your local USDA Service Center or
online at www.fsa.usdagov/ky.

idents to view. In addition, a variety of
door prizes will be given away.
For more information on the Purchase
Area Tobacco Meeting contact the
Calloway County Extension Office at 7531452.
Educational programs of the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race, color, age, sex,
religion, disability or national origin.
University of Kentucky. Kentucky State
University. U.S. Department of Agriculture
and Kentucky counties, cooperating.

KDA working to prevent bird flu

FRANKFORT. Ky. - The some wild birds. It is spread
Kentucky
Department
of largely through direct contact
Agriculture is cooperating with between infected and healthy
federal and other state agencies birds. Some migratory birds are
Todd Powell is Calloway County . to prevent an outbreak of avian known to carry the virus.
influenza in the Commonwealth. Contact with infected feces is
Agricultural Extension Agent.
"We understand the public's the most common means of
concerns about avian influenza," transmission.
State Veterinarian Robert C.
The Kentucky Department of
Stout said. "The state and our Agriculture urges all poultry
public and private partners have farmers to report avian influenza
opportunities for all breeds. .
that's a third of our state. We're procedures in place to minimize symptoms in their flocks to their
A membership drive is cur- seeing folks all across the state the risk of an outbreak and to veterinarian and the KDA. Signs
rently under way for KEEP. For join our organization
eradicate the disease if an out- include sneezing, coughing,
because
break occurs." Dr. Stout said swelling, discoloration, lack of
more information about KEEP
call toll free I-866-771-KEEP they want our horse industry to avian influenza has not been energy and appetite. diarrhea
and problems with egg produc(5337)or connect to the web site be strong and prosper. They diagnosed in Kentucky.
'Avian influenza is a virus that tion. In some cases the only sign
at www.horseswork.com. realize there is always strength
affects domestic poultry and of disease is sudden death.
KEEP has gained 1,500 in numbers."
members in the last two months,
During the membership
bringing the total to more than
8,500 card carrying members drive, each county team leader
across the Commonwealth.
- litis_beenos_ked Lo enlist 20 ii
"The memberships continue members in their respective
to come in from all around the
counties and each KEEP memstate, which is a testament to our
grassroots efforts spreading the ber. was challenged to sign up at
Bob Billington
Jason BIlltngton
John Nix Purdom
important mei_gi e about the least five new members. As an
horse industry in Kentucky." incentive, the top six team leadsaid Jim Navolio. Executive
ers with the greatest increase in
Director of KEEP. "Just last
week, we added new members membership in their county will
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
from 40 different counties— receive a KEEP cooler blanket.
I A
t • Mutt iy *

Barnett is newest KEEP local representative
Dale Barnett has been select- the equine program coordinator
ed as an additional representa- at Murray State University.
tive in Murray and Calloway
KEEP's executive director
Counties for the statewide Jim Navolio welcomed Barnett
organization called KEEP - the to the cause. "Dale knows first
Kentucky Equine Education hand the pressures being placed
Project.
on Kentucky's horse industry.
Barnett moved to -Calloway His background wilt be helpful
County from Austin, Texas, in in KEEP's formulation of legJune 2004 with his wife. Liz. islative initiatives. We feel it's
and daughters. Jordan, 7 and important to have strong leaders
Mean,4 He was She—f-Willff ---in
Murray and Calloway
director of shows for the Texas Counties to help us build our
Quarter Horse Association local organization. Dale is going
where he managed the Texas to help us do that." said Navolio.
Classic Quarter Horse Show and
KEEP was created in 2004 to
the Texas State Special build ±a broad-based education
Olyhmics Equestrian Games.
and grassroots initiative to
He has been a professional increase awareness of the benejudge for more than 20 years and fits of Kentucky's S4 billion
hasiudged the Paint World show horse economy and to promote
four times. Barnett is currently - and preserve jobs and economic'
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A dual-fuel system is a gas furnace paired with a heat pump, designed to provide maximum
efficiency and enable homeowners to heat and cool their homes for the lowest possible cost.
Dual-fuel systems use the gas furnace when temperatures are low, and the heat pump when
temperatures are higher. VISIT YOUR TRANE DEALER TODAY FOR DETAILS, now is the
perfect time to add comfort and value to your home.

'INANE HEATING and AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Call your local Independent Trane Dealer Today!
V'Ve service o makes and models_ Call for a complimentary home evaluation.
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SEMO 52, MSU 21
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AP Photo

Tennessee Titans quarterback Steve McNair (9) fumbles as he's sacked by Oakland Raiders defensive
tackle Warren Sapp (99) in the second quarter in
Nashville Sunday. The Raiders recovered the ball in
the end zone for a touchdown.

Titans fumble one
away against Oakland
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- For a change, the yellow
flag fell in favor of the oftpenalized Oakland Raiders.
A personal foul call wiped
out Tennessee's 82-yard punt
return for a touchdown, and
Warren Sapp sacked Steve
McNair three plays later, forcing a fumble that Jarrod Cooper recovered in the end zone,
lifting the Raiders to a 34-25
victoiy over the Tennessee
Titans on Sunday.
McNair criticized the penalty, which wiped out a TD that
would've given Tennessee the
lead.
-Not -the Raiders, stho came into this game tied for the league
lead in penalties with 65.
"Call it lucky, call it fortu"
nate, call it what , you will;

Raiders quarterback Kerry
Collins said. "We've had a
bunch of them go against us.
We were able to handle those
kinds of things, and I think
that was a big key to winning
the game."
Collins threw for three touchdowns for the Raiders (3-4)
who won for the third time in
their last four games. The
defense came up with six sacks,
including 2 1/2 by Sapp. and
two turnovers they converted
into 1.0 points.
They also won their first
game this season
they did it with their first victory in Tennessee against a
team that had won the first
three in this series.
.

NASCAR

Edwards gets
Atlanta sweep,
tightens Chase
HAMPTON, Ga. (AP) Carl Edwards completed a
sweep of the NASCAR Nextel Cup races at Atlanta Motor
Speedway. and made up some
ground in the Chase for the
championship.
Edwards. *ho barely held off
veteran Jimmie Johnson for his
first Cup victory on the Georgia track in March, had a dominating car through the second
half of the 325-lap Bass Pro
Shops 500.
Edwards, in his first full
season in NASCAR's top stock
car series, lost a lead of more
than 6 seconds when the last
of nine caution flags waved
for debris on lap 283. But .he
was able to regain control and
pulled away to earn his third
victory of the season, beating
tour-time Cup champion Jeff
Gordon to the finish line by
2.713-seconds, half the front
straightaway on the 1.5-mile
oval. •
Tony Stewart, the hottest
driver in the series since June,

, • •'
"..3

•
finished ninth and increased
his lead atop the standings from
15 points to 43 points over Johnson, who finished 16th - the
last driver on the lead lap.
Edwards led four other Chase
contenders in finishing ahead
of Stewart, tightening the overall points battle with three races
remaining.
"If we do this for three
more weeks, we'll be all right."
said Edwards. who did his
patented backflip off the window ledge of his No. 99 Ford
after the race. "Man. I can't
thank my guys enough. The
car was just awesome."
Edwards' Roush Racing
teammates Mark M'artin, Matt
Kenseth and Greg Biffle finished third, fifth and seventh.
Dale Earnhardt Jr.. who dominated the early part of the
race, was fourth: Jamie McMurray sixth, and Jeff Burton eighth.
Earnhardt. McMurray and Burton all failed to qualify for the
Chase.

it•
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AP Photo
Carl Edwards does his signature backflip in front of
his No. 99 Office Depot Ford and his pit crew after
winning the Bass Pro Shops MBNA 500 at Atlanta
Motor Speedway in Hampton. Ga., Sunday.

SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & Times Photo

Freshman tailback Stevie Chaney (39) tries to break free from the grasp of a Southeast Missouri State
defender during Saturday's 52-21 loss to the Redhawks at Houck Stadium in Cape Girardeau, Mo. Chaney
was the lone bright spot for the MSU offense, gaining 119 yards on 18 rushes - the first carries of
the season for the converted defensive back.

SEMO's much-maligned offense comes to life against Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
- How much worse can it
get for the Murray State Racers in 2005? •
Head coach Joe Pannuntio
is not sure it can after witnessing the lowest point of
his MSU tenure come with Saturday's disastrous 52-21 defeat
at rival Southeast Missouri
State.
:it is without a doubt (the
low point)." admitted a downtrodden Pannunzio, whose
beaten and battered Racers
dipped to 1-7 overall and 04 in Ohio Valley Conference
play, dropping them to last
place in the league standings.
Saturday marked the first time
since 1990 that an MSU team
has lost seven of its first eight
games, and the first time since
1992 that it has lost a game
to Southeast Missouri.
"This is tough to take ...
it's just really tough. We're
in a funk right now, and I
hope it's a funk we can get
out of." he added.
Perhaps releasing some
frustration of their own, the
previously winless Redhawks
(1-7, 1-4) ran roughshod over
a Murray State defense that
appeared to have progressively gotten better after a shaky
start to the season.
Southeast piled up 505 total
yards behind the running of
freshman sensation Tim Holloman. who ran over, around
and through the Murray unit
for 185 yards and two touchdowns on 31 carries. Senior
quarterback Mike Haley also
did his share of damage against
the Racers, completing 14-of21 passing attempts for 203
yards and two scores.
In becoming the first OVC
team to score. 50-plus points
on a Murray team since 1992
(a 66-6 loss to former league
member Middle Tennessee
State), the Redhawks broke a
12-game losing streak to the
Racers and earned their biggest
conference victory since a 427 decision over TennesseeMartin in 1997.
"I don't think we really
looked at it in that way," said
SEMO head coach Tim
Billings when asked if his team
consciously sought to end its
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7 17 21
First Quarter
SEMO - Holleman 8 run-(Schermann
kick). fafT7.
MSU - Chaney 6 run (Crass kick).
1 -49
Second Quarter
SEMO - Andrade 1 run (Schermann
kick). 1450
SEMO- Radney 7 run (Schermann
kick). 12:08
SEMO -FG Schermann 35. 10:19
Third Quarter
SEMO - Milcic 13 pass from Haley
(Schermann kick). 8:32
SEMO - Oliver 23 pass from Haley
(Schermann kick), 626.
SEMO - Holleman 1 run (Schermann
kick). 21
Fourth Quarter
SEMO - Matthews 5 pass from
Haley (Schermann kick). 5.59.
MSU -R. Harper 18 pass from
Salyer (Crass kick), 4.37.
MSU - Burgett 14 blocked punt
return (Crass kick), 1.56.
A- 8.150
Murray St
SE Missouri

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photo

Senior running back Nick Turner (22) looks for additional yardage as SEMO defensive back Mike Miller
prepares to make the tackle during first-quarter
action of the Racers' loss to the Redhawks. A hobbled Turner managed just 45 yards on 14 rushes
during the contest.
losing streak to MSU. "I think
more than anything. we just
needed a win. I feel for Joe,
but. we really needed this. ...
(Murray State) is really banged
up right now, and we just
happened to catch them at
the right time."
In a season marred by crippling injuries, the Racers
received another potentially
devastating one as leading
rusher Chad "Tank" Cook went
down with a knee injury early
in the first half after gaining
30 yards on his first -three
carries. Cook's status for the
remaisder of the season is
unknown at this point. but
Pannunzio was not optimistic
after the game.
Murray was also playing
with a banged-up Nick Turner, who managed just 45 yards
on 14 carries while playing
with back spasms.
Starting quarterback Ken
Topps was also out of the
lineup, still nursing a shoulder injury he has re-aggrivated a number of times since
receiving the initial injury
against Indiana State. In his
absence, sophomore backup
signal caller Ryne Salyer struggled Mightily, throwing for
just 64 yards. one touchdown
and one interception on 10of-l8 attempts.
As a whole. the Racer
offense was nothing short of
anemic against Southeast,

managing 'to cross the 50yard line into Redhawk territory only twice in the second half. Murray gained just
251 yards in total offense for
the afternoon.
The MSU unit would not
have broken the 200-yard mark
if not for freshman running
back Stevie Chaney. The 5foot-11. 200-pound Chaney, a
converted defensive back, was
the lone bright spot for the
Racers on •Saturday, gaining
119 yards on 18 carries.
Chaney's 6-yard touchdown
run late in the first quarter
tied the game at 7-7. But the
Racers would not score again
until late in the fourth period. when the outcome had
long since been decided.
MSU gave up 38 unanswered points before sophomore wide receiver Rod Harper hauled in an 18-yard scoring strike from Salyer with
4:37 to play, making the score
52-7. That proved to be the
last offensive touchdown of the
day for the Racers, as MSU
scored its last points when
Jay Burgett returned a blocked
punt for a touchdown with 1:56
to go.
"Once we lost 'Tank', we
lost all the momentum we
had," Pannunzio claimed."Stevie Chaney and Rod Harper
made a few plays, but we
couldn't run the ball or throw
it.

MVO

TEAM STATISTICS
MSU SEMO
12
23
First downs
37-187 59-302
Rushes-yards
64 203
Passing
10-18-1 14-21-1
Comp-Aft-Int
Return Yards
34 .
eip
36-37
Punts-Avg
0-0
2-2
27Fumbles-Lost
7-61 10-65
Penalties-Yards
24 37 33 27
Time of Possession
000

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - Murray St.. Chaney 18119. Turner 14-45. Cook 3-30. Salyer
1-2, Wright 1-(minus 9). SE Missouri,
Holloman 31-181. Peterson 10-65.
Radney 6-33. Andrade 4-7. Matthews.
1-6. Schwent 3-5 Nessmith 1-3. Haley
2-2. Scade 1-0
PASSING - Murray St.. Salyer 1018-1-64 SE Missouri. Haley 14-21-1203
RECEIVING - Murray St.. Rumley 318. R Harper 2-18. Turner 2-5. Baxter
1-19. Graham 1-3. Chaney 1-1 SE
Missouri. Oliver 2-62, Simpson 2-26.
Milcic 2-25, Goodson 2-16. Matthews
2-9, Andrade 1-34. Tuineau 1-18
Holleman 1-8. Peterson 1-5

-The worst thing that happened is that (SEMO) was
running the ball and throwing it long on us. I don't
think we ever slowed them
down, and that's a problem."
Things won't get any easier for the Racers, who welcome old rival Eastern Kentucky to Roy Stewart Stadium for a 3 p.m. kickoff on
Saturday.
The Colonels (4-4. 4-1
OVC) should be well rested
after taking a week off after
a stirring 33-32 triumph over
Southeast Missouri on Oct.
22 in Richmond.
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE ROUNDUP
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Bears, Panthers and Giants move to the top
By The Associated Press
Look who moved to the top
of their NEC divisions: the
Panthers, Giants and Bears?
The Bears? The team that
lost its starting quarterback in
the preseason and was projected as a bottom feeder in the
NEC North?
The Giants. coming off a
6-1(1 season in which they lost
eight of their last nine?
And the Panthers, who went
from Super Bowl loser to just
plain losers last year?'
There they stand in first place
nearly halfway through the season after big wins Sunday.
Chicago's Charles Tillman
intercepted Jeff Garcia's acrossthe-body pass and returned it
22 yards for a touchdown with
8:43 left in overtime for a 19-13 victory at Detroit. The Bears
44-3) swept the season series
with the Lions (3-4).
-This is my third year in
the league and it's my first
time in first place." Tillman
said. "It's feeling pretty .good.
I'm going to savor the moment."
As will the Giants, who
romped over NEC East rival
Washington 36-0 as Tiki Barber ran for a career-high 206
yards and a touchdown. New
York (5-2) held visiting Washington (4-3) to 34 yards from
scrinunage in the first half and
dominated in their first game
since owner Wellington Mara
died on Tuesday.
After his TD in the third
, quarter. Barber ran straight to
:the Giants sideline and presented the hall to Tim McDonnell. M'ara's grandson.
"I told him, 'This is for
you, this; is for your grandfar
'her." Barber said. "It was a
big day and. a special day for
me, especially considering the
events of the past week. It's
something l'11.11C.Ver . forge'"
Carolina wants to make people forget last year, when it
slipped -to 7-9 a season after
winning the .conference crown.
The Panthers (5-2) routed Minnesota 38-13 as Steve Smith
hal a franchise-record 201 yards
receiving, and a score.
Elsewhere Sunday, it was
Ness England 21. Buffalo 16
as Patriots linebacker__ Tedy
ilruschi• returned from a mild
stroke; Denver 49, Philadelphia 21. San Diego 28. Kansas
T. 1T,iT1is )4-, Arizona
I t: Houston 19. Cleveland 16;
Cincinnati 21. Green Bay- 14:
Miami 21. New Orleans 6: San
IS. Eimpa_Bay_
St. 1.0iiis 24. Jackson% ilk 21:
.ind Oakland ;4. Tennessee 25
Bears 19, Lions 13, OTChit ago ‘8, on its third
mraight. hecoming the first NI-1.
team %all 650 s ictories.
Rookie quarterback Ks le
Orton th as 17-for-31 for a
career-high 230 yards with a
• T1t. The fourth-round pick has
• thrown use Ms and only . one
interception in his last tour
games
Giants 36, Redskins 0
paid tribute Mara
in the hest possible %%.1. Nius wig out an archrival to remain
-on top ot their illy sion the
had Ilse sacks. torced four
turnovers and shut down a
1%ashington offense that scored
52 points a week earlier against
San hanCtsitt the •aultinn V. as
first since a 20-0
Ness
hInne 55 In over Philadelphia on
Nov 22. 1995
Panthers 313, Vikings 13
Stephen 1)as is ran tor OA ,t
inUChdON Its and Jake Delhomme V4 :Is on-target for the
Panthers 1 5-2 ). passing for 341
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Chicago Bears cornerback Charles Tillman (33) returns an interception, thrown
by Detroit Lions quarterback Jeff Garcia, for a touchdown to beat the Lions 1913 in overtime Sunday in Detroit. Celebrating is safety Mike Brown (30) as Detroit
Lions wide receiver Mike Williams (88) gives chase.
yards and three touchdowns
while stretching Carolina's winning streak to four games.
The Vikings dropped to 04 on the road this season, continuing a five-year trend for
futility: Minnesota is 9-32 away
from the Metrodome since
October 2000.
Patriots 21, Bilis 16
Bruschi's return was a successful one, thanks greatly to
another veteran.
Corey Dillon. who struggled
most of the season before missing his previous game with an
ankle injury, came on after
Patrick Pass was injured to score
on....two 1-yard runs__
Despite Bruschi's return 8
havinga mild
stroke. the Patriots' defense
struggled for much of the game.
But the offense came alive in
time to hold onto first place
in the AEC East. The Patriots
(4-31 avoided matching their
loss total of the last two seasons, when they went 34-4
with two Super Bowl championships.
Trailing 16-14, New England got the ball at the 23yard line of visiting Buffalo
13-51 when Rosevelt Colvin
from---quarterback
%hippy.' d.
Ketty Hokoniti and recovered
with 6:14 left. Tom Brady- hit
_Deion Branch for j&22-yard
gain, scored his second touchdown of the game. He finished with 77 yards on 18 car- rieS:
Brusetri played iiiSi& -linebacker most of the game 11
days after returning to practice. He had been the sparkplug, and on-field strategist in
the Patriots' three titles over
the last four seasons, but had
a stroke 11 days after the latest championship. lie had surgery to fix a hole in his heart
in March and had been working out and attending meetings
regularly since training camp
began in July.
Broncos 49, Eagles 21
Denver. Tatum Bell ran
tor 67- and 6-yard touchdowns
in the fourth quarter to help
the 'Broncos (6-2) remain ahead
in the AEC West. Bell finished
with 107 yards and Mike Anderson had 126.
Jake Plummer. who passed
for a season-high 309 yards,
threw three of his four touchdown passes over the first 23
minutes to give Denver a 280 lead.
Donovan McNabb was 12for-34 for 283 yards, three
touchdowns and two interceptions. Terrell Owens finished

with three catches for 154 yards hand pass from behind the line
and a 9I-yard TD reception, of scrimmage, then falling on
the longest of his career, for his back at the I3-yard line
in exhaustion. He finished 26Philly (4-3).
of-39 for 279 yards.
Chargers 211, Chiefs 20
The Bengals (6-2) lead the
At San Diego, Drew Brees
threw three touchdown passes AFC North. Carson Palmer
to Antonio Gates and finished threw three touchdown passes.
Delphi's 21, Saheb 6
with 324 yards passing to lift
the Chargers (4-4). LaDainian
In their first game in Baton
Tomlinson, slowed again on Rouge. La.. the Saints (2-6)
the ground, threw his third TD lost their fourth straight. Gus
pass of the season, a I7-yarder Frerotte had a touchdown pass
to Eric Parker.
to Chris Chambers and the
Gates- had 10 catches for Dolphins' defense recorded a
145 yards. both career highs, safety. Miami (3-4) snapped a
and the three TD catches tied three-game losing streak.
his career best. Tomlinson
Ricky Williams, in his third
gained 69 .yard,s_ on J7 carries__ game back from his one-yeara week after being held to a retirement and a four-game suscareer-low 7 yards in a loss pension for violating the NFL's
gained
at Philadelphia.
substan45e-0)W
Trent Green, whose father, 82 yards on 17 carries. RookJim. died late last week, was ie Ronnie Brown rushed for
3)-of-43 for -347 yards for —106—yards.
Kansas City (4-3) and was
49ers 15, Buccaneers 10
sacked four times.
At San Francisco, Joe NedCowboys 34, Cardinals 13 ney kicked five field goals,
Rookie Marion Barber ran including a 28-yarder with 1:56
for 127 yards and two touch- to play on the first scoring
downs on 27 carries in his drive ever led by former fourthfirst start. With the victory, the string quarterback Cody PickCowboys (5-3) stayed just ett, to help the 49ers (2-51
behind the Giants in the NEC snap a five-game slide. Former fourth-stringer Pickett perEast.
Arizona_42,51_.1ost_ _its_ ...14th. formed admirably in the final
straight game at Texas Stadi- Il minutes after 'Ken Dorsey
um since 1989. Star receiver sprained his left 'ankle.
Anglian Stnlizlin who had a 447,. _Joey Galloway_ caught eight
yard touchdown catch, injured passes for 149 yards for the
Buccaneers (5-2), who began
his knee.
the day with the NFC's best
Texans 19, Browns 16
At Houston. the Texans won record.
Rams 24, Jaguars 21
for the first time after six lossAt St. Louis. Steven Jackes this season. Kris Brown
kicked a 40-yard field goal. son had 179 yards on 25 carhis fourth of the day, with 2:45 ries and scored the winning
remaining. The winning kick touchdown. Mike Furrey's 37was set up by a 63-yard kick- yard interception return led to
off return by rookie Jerome the go-ahead score and the
Rams stuffed the Jaguars in
Mathis.
Houston's losing streak the second half.
The Rams (4-4) have won
spanned back to a 22-14 loss
to Cleveland in last season's two of three since losing coach
finale. The loss was the third Mike Martz for the season due
to a heart illness and with
straight for. Cleveland (2-5).
interim coach Joe Vitt in charge.
Bengais 21, Packers 14
At Cincinnati, Brett Favre They expect to get back QB
threw five interceptions for the Marc Bulger (shoulder) and
first time in a regular-season wide receivers Torry Holt(knee)
and Isaac Bruce (turf toe) after
game.
The - Packers (1-6) feel their bye week next week.
they're never out of it as long Defensive end Leonard Little,
pass rusher,
as Eavre is throwing. Eavre the team's hest
after missdrove them to the 28. where also should _return
the
following
games
two
ing
stands
a fan ran out of the
younger
and plucked the hall from the shooting death of a
quarterback's passing hand after brother.
Fred Taylor, who was quesa play.
with a bruised right
tionable
Guards needed several minutes to run down the fan, giv- ankle. had 165 yards on 23
ing both teams a much-need- carries for the Jaguars (4-3).
ed breather. The -game ended That included a 7I-yard scorwith Eavre throwing an under- ing run in the first quarter.
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Jets
South
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W
7 0 0 1 000
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3 0 .571
4
JaCitecrivile
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Tennessee
6 0 143
. 1
Houston
Notth
W I T Pct
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Cincinnati
4 2 0 667
Pittsburgh
2 4 0 333
Baltimore
2 5 0 286
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Wine
LT Pct
W
Denver
6 2 0 750
3 0 571
4
Kansas City
4 0 500
4
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Oakland

Sunday, Nov.6
Atlanta at Mami, Noon
N.Y Jets. Noon
at
Diego
San
Oakland at Kansas City. Noon
Houston at Jacksonville, Noon
Cincinnati at Baltimore. Noon
Detroit at Minrresota, Noon
Tennessee at Cleveland, Noon
Carolina at Tampa Bay, Noon
Seattle at Arizona, 305 p m
Chicago as New Orleans at Baton
Rouge. La 305 pm
N Y Giants at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m
Pittsburgh at Green Bay, 315 p.m.
Philadelphia at Washington. 7:30 p.m.
Open: Buffalo. Denver. Dallas. St.
Louis
Monday, Nov. 7
Indianapolis at New England. 8 p m

Sunday's Games
Chicago 19, Detroit 13. OT
Dallas 34. Anzona 13
Oakland 34. Tennessee 25
Houston 19. Cleveland 16
N.Y. Giants 36, Washington 0
St. Louis 24, Jacksonville 21
Cincinnati 21 Green Bay 14
Carolina 38, Minnesota 13
Miami 21. New Orleans 6
San Diego 28, Kansas City 20
Denver 49. Philadelphia 21
San Francisco 15. Tampa Bay 10
New England 21, Buffalo 16
Open: Indianapolis N V Jets. Seattle.
Atlanta
Monday's Game
Battimore at Pittsburgh, 8 p m

MSU ROUNDUP

Racer soccer edged by
Jackrabbits;volleyball
moves past Morehead State
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State soccer
team was edged by South
Dakota State. 2-1. on Sunday at Cutchin Field.
Kelsey Worcester's goal in
the 77th minute proved to be
the game-winner.
Three Racer seniors were
honored prior to the game.
Jessica Fioranelli, Lisa Pfeiffer and Mary Rybicki were
recognized prior to playing
their final regular-season home
match of their collegiate
careers.
MSU fell to 7-10-2 in 2005,
while the Jackrabbits improve
to 5-12-1. The Racers will
be in action again when they
host a first-round OVC Tournament game against Austin
Peay on Tuesday at 2 p.m.
at Cutchin Field.
Austin Peay (9-9-0, 6-4-0
OVC)is the tournament's fifth
seed, while Murray State
earned the fourth seed after
going 5-3-2 in league games.
Murray State held a 9-7
advantage in shots. A total
of 25 Racers saw action in
the final regular season home
game of 2005. Jaclyn Ramage led MSU with two shots.
Volleyball
Murray State used 14 aces
and a strong defense to push
past visiting Morehead State
37 1 in Ohio Valley Conference action Saturday afternoon.
The match was the final
home match of the season
I'm the Racers.
Freshman outside hitter Alison Mugler served up six
aces, with three of them coming in the first seven points
of Game 4. Freshman libero

Heather Norris had five aces
for Murray State.
Murray State (6-13, 4-8
OVC) was led on offense by
freshman outside hitter Alyssa
Groves, who had a doubledouble with a match-high 18
kills to go with 11 digs.
With the win, Murray State
is tied for seventh in the
OVC standings with Samford,
which is also 4-8.
MSU begins a four-match
road swing next weekend,
beginning at Samford on Friday at 7 p.m.
. Otfte
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. —
Murray State lost its shoulder-to-shoulder match at Jacksonville State today by nine
points, and air rifle scoring
made the difference.
MSU outshot Jacksonville
State 2318-2317 in smallbore.
but in air rifle. JSU took a
2326-2316 advantage to win
the match 4653-4644.
For Murray State, Cameron
Hicks fired a 585 out of a
possible 600 in smallbore and
a 586 out of a possible 600
in air rifle for an 1171 aggregate (combined) score.
Bryant Wallizer had a 577
in smallbore and a 583 in
air rifle for an 1160 aggregate, while Dan Belluzzo had
a 576 in smallbore and a 574
in air rifle for an 1140 aggregate. Josiah Brooks had a
580 in smallbore, while Alex
Culberton had a 583 in air
rifle.
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LEXINGTON. Ky. tAP) — Kentucky quarterback Andre Woodson
immediately knew who deserved the,
credit for the Wildcats' win over Mississippi State on Saturday. "The defense did an outstanding job
all game." Woodson said after the Wildcats snapped a four-game losing streak

with the 13-7 win at Commonwealth
Stadium. "We really rely on them and
believe in them. I think we all believed
they would get it done and thankfully they did."
It's the second straight week its
defense has put Kentucky (2-5. 1-3
Southeastern Conference) in a'position

to that advantage the rest of the way.
"When everyone plays well individually and also together as a unit, we're
going to be successful," said senior
cornerback Antoine Huffman, who
learned during halftime that he'd been
voted as Kentucky's homecoming king.
IMP SPONSORED eV:

Accepting NewlratienIS.
kihatz ..Puilitttritsz
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of!Warm
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tleanng Aid"
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to win. A week earlier. the Wildcats
allowed only 13 points but the offense
couldn't take advantage in a 13-7 loss
at Mississippi.
This time. Kentucky's offense staked
the Wildcats to a 13-0 lead over Mississippi State (2-6, 0-5) midway through
the third quarter. and the defense clung
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Weis gets his own era at Notre Dame
By JIM L1TKE
AP Sports Columnist
The man is guaranteed an
era.
Rockne, Leahy and Parseghian weren't, and Ty Willingham wasn't even given the
chance.
Loyalty is in such short supply in college football these
days that plenty coaches think
seeing through a 5-year contract with a courtesy car thrown
in is like stealing money. But
over the weekend, the higherups at Notre Dame didn't just
hand Charlie Weis a contract
running through 2015: they
opened the bank vault and
warmed up the getaway car.
Reports peg Weis' salary over
the life of the deal in the $3040 million range. If correct,
that makes him the highestpaid member of the college
fraternity, even though Weis is
barely through rush week. And
if that sounds like rapid
10
consider
advancement,
months ago he was barely a
blip on Notre Dame's radar
screen.
But then the dominoes fell
his way in quick succession.

First, Steve Spurner spurned
Florida and opted to resurrect
his reputation at South Carolina instead. And then Urban
Meyer, who seemed destined
at birth to one day become
the coach at Notre Dame —
and even had an "out" clause
in his contract at Utah for just
such a contingency — turned
down an offer from the Golden. Domers and latched onto
the Florida gig instead.
The only person who wasn't surprised at the time, apparently, was Meyer's father, Bud.
He told a newspaper a few
days before his son officially
became Gator bait, "Unless he's
still drawn to the aura of Notre
Dame, the better job is Florida. ... If you go where you
can't win, you won't be coach.
ing long."
Spurrier and Meyer both
proved again Saturday they can
still win, even though it's not
quite as often as they'd like.
The old ball coach scraped
together just enough offense to
beat up an old patsy in Tennessee. The new ball coach,
meanwhile, throttled back his
ambitious spread option and

Monday. October 31. 2005 • 31i
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action

during

the

Fighting Irish's 49-28 win
over Purdue at Ross-Ade
Stadium in West Lafayette,
Ind. Oct. 1. Weis signed
a new 10-year contract to
remain as Notre Dame
Saturday. Weis, a
Notre Dame graduate, has
led the Irish to a 5-2 record

coach

In his first season as head

got his season pointed in the
right direction with an upset
of Georgia.
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5, 2005. We will gladly feature it in our
2005 winter edition "In Our Backyard."
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dom-used reserve to a key contributor as the
Pistons advanced to the Eastern Conference
finals in 2003.
The 6-foot-9, 215-pound small forward is
one of the best defenders on a team that relies
on its defense. He had career highs in points
(14.7), rebounds (5.3) and assists (3.0) last season and is averaging 10.6 points, 4.2 rebounds
and 2.2 assists in his career.
Detroit selected Prince 23rd overall in the
2002 draft out of Kentucky.
In 63 playoff games, his production has
improved. He's averaging 11.2 points and 5.6
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live word is "try." A new beginrestricted. Tonight: Roll with othning or a resolution might be
ers plans.
more powerful today than in preGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
vious periods. You are likely to
*** Right now, you need to
succeed. Tonight: Continue to
buckle down and cut the frivosmile.
lous mood. You might have more
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
to do than you would like. Are
21)
you thinking about a new health
or diet plan? Make that your res- *** Information you get is defolution on this New Moon. initely not complete. Do not react
Tonight: Take a walk after dinner. or feel down about it. Rather.
open up and make your own
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
observations. You will land on
***** You have ideas when
your feet no matter what. Trust
others are stumped. You find
your intuition. Tonight: Do some
solutions when others say there
quiet work.
is no answer. Use your unique
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
abilities. A new beginning is possible with a creative or romantic ***** If you know what you
want and are willing to forge an
project. Tonight: Let your hair
independent path, you will sucdown. Any excuse will do.
ceed. A partner or associate
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
could put down your idea. You
*** Pressure builds on the
know what you are doing.
home front. Someone wants to
Remain confident. Meetings are
remodel or buy a new home. You
instrumental. Tonight: Don't
might want to do just that. Think
about how you ultimately want count on anyone but yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
your personal life to look. Take
*** You have a way of bringing
the first step. Tonight: Think
The Stars Show the Kind of "home office.'
others together. Your professionDay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
al status is enhanced because of
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; ***** What you say might the manner in which you are
dealing with others. A friend,
perk up those around you. In
1 -Difficult
loved one or partner could be
fact, make it a point to initiate
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
activity more often, or at least jealous. Try to ease this person
**** Others continue to run
touch base with loved ones. Your through these feelings. Tonight:
Don't count on an early bedtime.
with the ball; you might go along
efforts toward others come back
in multiples. Tonight: Clear out PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
with this behavior for now. You
***** Take your time checkpaperwork.
might want to make a financial
ing out information. If you feel
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
resolution that could impact your
like work or life is a drag, considsavings, retirement and long- **** You know how to make
er a change, whether it is changmoney and maximize a natural
term goals. Tonight Don't take
gift or talent. Making important ing fields, taking a workshop or
any risks, please.
taking up a new interest.
decisions that involve your hanTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Whatever you decide to do is
**** You are not being
dling of funds. could make a diflikely to become a reality.
ference. Be careful with a friend
ignored; in fact, others want you
Tonight: Rent a movie.
or a meeting. Don't internalize
around. It is just that your opinions might not be as welcome as comments. Tonight: Pay bills.
BORN TODAY
iisual. Do what you need to do: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Drummer Rick Allen (1963),
follow through on a project. Right ***** You are all smiles.
actress Jenny McCarthy (1972),
Though someone might try to
now, listen more than talk. You
golfer Gary Player (1935)
rain on your parade, the operacould get uptight and feel

Mars

Breeldast Show

66 61

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Nov. 1, 2005:
New beginnings happen this
year. You are starting a new life
cycle, which could be very positive. Your birthday coincides
with a New Moon. emphasizing
yogi- strong will and ingenuity.
Your creativity and magnetism
peak. Use your gifts from the
planets this year, but also be
aware of others' needs. There
will be a tendency to be me7ori:
enter!. as so much is happening
so fast. Responsibilities weigh
on you. and you might need to
take on more than you would
like. If you are single, out of
your many suitors, you could
find "the one." If you are
attached, give your sweetie lots
of attention. This relationship
isn't only about you. SCORPIO
is a soul mate.

Berney

People's Court
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Horoscope
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Newel

The Mrs i N I

Trott
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Pistons, Prince agree on new deal

IMAM ‘14)I

Lime

00N

DETROIT (AP) — Tayshaun Prince and the
Detroit Pistons agreed in principle on a fiveyear contract worth $47 million, a person close
to the negotiations said Sunday night.
Prince is expected to sign the deal Monday.
before a deadline that would have made him
a restricted free agent next summer, said the
basketball source, who spoke to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because
the contract has been finalized.
Prince has been a starter the last two'seasons, helping Detroit win the 2004 NBA title
- --aficl-c-offie- within a quarter of repeating in June.
As a rookie. Prince went from being a sel-
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1;11114vimid
Henry County Medical Center will receive hid,
at Meeting Room #2 in the Education
Department - Terrace Level at 301 Tyson
Avenue., Paris, TN 38242 for the Henry Co.
!Medical Center Bed Patient Finish Out. Bids
are due by 2:00 p.m. CDT on Friday, December
2005.
(here will be a pre-bid contractor's meeting on
Wednesday. November 16. 2005 at 11:00 a.m.
CDT in Meeting Room #4 in the Educational
Department - Terrace Level. Attendance is not
mandatory hut strongly encouraged.
Bid Documents will be available Monday.
October 31. 2005 and may he obtained from
Vitale° Inc. (Construction Manager - Attn:
Steve Kanner) by calling 901-372-9606.
All bidders must be licensed contractors as
required by Title 62. Chapter 6 of the TCA and
must comply with Title 62. Chapter 6 of the
TCA in submitting their bids.
Henry County Medical Center, is an Equal
Opportunity Employer, and solicits and
of
participation
the
encourages
HubZone
and
MBE/WBUSBE/DBA
—Entexpraes

060

060
Hoto Warned

Leal
MOO

QUALITY ENGINEER
Position Summary Data driven, results oriented
and customer focused support of the manufacturing
operations for quality improsernent aad defect
reductum. uuhzing standardized .problem sol v ing
processes
Primary

Duties

and

Responsibilities:

Responsibilities include coordinating communication 01 quality information with external customers
and manufacturing facilities. Provide the technical
support to assist through planning and instruction.
Perform evaluations/internal audits of the
Manufacturing operations' documented quality
system. Ensure appropriate collection of quality
data, analyze the data for trends. identify corrective
action opportunities, and drive corrective action
actis dies. Compile and deselop on a regular basis
reports, graphs, charts, and action item reports to
keep management inhumes' of trends, quality problems, and status of correctise actions. Dine and
lead the Manufacturing operations quality problem
+eking process. Initiate CARs and PARs as necessary and follow-up to ensure timely and effectise
resolution. Facilitate PFMEA's and develop
Manufacturing operations Quality Plans and
Process Control Plans as required. Emphasize the
importance of continuous improvement to achieve
Lean Six Sigma goals. Support the new product
des elimment efforts with the early involvement ot
Me manufacturing operations and key functions
Coordinate and support rework and product holds
Verify issues from other shifts. walk the shop floor,
and communicate with other -shifts on a dailynasis.
Any other projects as directed.

Help Wanton

'BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

POSTAL JOBS
$1522 to $21 62/hr,
now binng For application and tree government Job into, call

American Association
of Labor
1-913-599-8042, 24
Employment
hours
SerVICe

PAN position for LPN.
Medical
Certified
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience Covering
for vacations and illnesses Ability to work
on short notice a plus
by
apply
Please
resume only including
references to
Richard H Crouch,
M D 300 South 8th
Street. Suite 301E
Kentucky.
Murray
42071

( omplete Formal Wear Headquarters

iltr.(Oss

Wks
COMPANY launches
new product Free promotional facials Make
appointment
(270)748-6277
HALLOWEEN
Professional Face
Painting.
Safer than a mask and
looks like the real thing'
Anything
goes'
Call
Hypoallergenic
767-1800 for appointment
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Breaktime
Billiards
759-9303
[

Lost Ind Found

JUST give us it call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

Cafe
Apple
BIG
Kitchen help needed
Apply in person 1005
Arcadia Circle
earn
DANCERS
S1,000* weekly' The
Purple .Building 270759-2153
or
270-293-2069.
(270)534-0333
after 5PM

DRIVERS
WE DELIVER
WHAT
EVERYONE
NEEDS'

FIVE Positions -- -

Available
Immediately. Part/Full
Time temporary. Inside
and outside work
Morning. Afternoon
and Evening shifts
Excellent Pay Call
759-2485 for more
Information.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person attar 6_00PM_
HIRING experienced
sheet metal workers
and laberers Apply at
Southern Sheet Metal
406 Industrial Rd
Murray 753-1404
IES has openings for
outside sales and part
time receptionist Cali
1270)362-8100
IMMEDIATE opening
for Office Manager'at
Counti,
Calloway
Propane at 3040 State
Route 94 East in
ExtremeN
Murray
busy office requires at
experienced secretary
who excels in organiza
non and patience
Salary plus benefits
Please fax resume lc
615-476-7009 Or bnr);
resume to office
INTERESTED in ar
ir,
career
exciting
broadcast sales" Servo
your resume to WCBt.
PO Box 387 Benton
KY 42025 EOE
MEDICAL office nurse
LPN with office expen
erice for pleasant [nisi
MD office Compentiv(
Call Wends
salary
527-2560
NEWSPAPER carrier
needed in Murray'area
Call Lisa at Paducat
Sun 270-575-8792
PART time help neeci
ed Flexible hours Fcit
Ca
into.
more
‘270)366-6641

Eagle Transport one
in. southeast s leactm.4
petroleum transporter
continues to grow arid
thrive in the middle
•
Tenneerlee and souther'
Kentucky region We
have outstanding oppc
tune's for expenencel
&rem Wing in
Kentucky When you
choorle to ride wen us
you' receive Greet pay
1$44-11621c/t,1 No
overnighNi NeselVoenmMileldissibeey emusnow won proscopoor
cant 40i(o. room doorweal. hoe undorms and
boots, paid vaamona

PART-TIME position
LPN. Certified Modica
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
Hours
experience
would be from EtAli?!
12•30PM Extra hours
would be available
when covering for
vacations and illness
es Please apply be
resume only including
references to
Richard H Crouch
D
300 South 8th Street
301E, Murray, KY
4207$

pee and morel
day pay

POSITIONS Avaiia(
Persons needed to pre
tan
income
pare
Seasonal
returns
employment, we wii:

We require at seem 2

yeere yenned, r•1
emenenes. Oren driving
record COL X (HorMet
encioresment), end
gworeewonsi seructe For
more raMmalliOn cal
Jell at 615-733-0100
Check us out on the sob
at ewer aegietraneport-

ccrn corn

EOE

train cati 753-9204 0,
437-4531
THE Shed Restauran'
open Nov 1 at 11 OC
AM

Servers & cooks

wanted 437-4283

Itequiretnenw
Requirements
I.Aperlen4:e
mkt
I.dth..ition
Bac helor's degree or cquisalcni csperience
lireentwit certiticatuon with project experience pre
(erred 5+ )ears experten,:e in a manufacturing or
manutacturtng operatitms quality engineering env'
terittmitA2L itrit oretiArclerred
Submit resumes to
1.. 4th St., ‘Iurrey. Al 4201
Jakel, Inc., TRU'
Ain phone-mils.

tempi t

Adecco
te4 ber‘OrtediTsEOFtE

We will be accepting applications at the Murray
Unemployment Office on Tuesday. November
1st To be considered for employment, you
must be able to present 2 forms of identification
-- one that establishes your identity And rin,
that establishes employment
Questions" Call 1-800-403-9970
For immediate consideration

complete an

application online
1 Type Ms,feapp,dOecce,com into
your Internet Explorer Browser
2 Select office number 0478
3 Search by zip/postal code 42001
4 Please attach your resume to your
application online
Please call the Adecco office at 1-800-403
_1970 when your online application has been
submitted

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Car
M-F 9am-lpm only'
1-800-578-8799

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 10tY•
the Deductibles

.asawairp.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

14111FOR NUS
we8-3174757

31,4 Min St
Murray. KY 0471
.378.73131114

All Omits Trimpatelise •Airport'Service•Catileilkivers

You • are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay 8912 on Part A: $110 ori
Part B Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

[-Commercial Wast
Disposal
Ail

Types of Refuse Service

14004854033

Save 20% to 60% on Telephone Service
Business or Residential' S35 00 a month

RETAIL Merchandiser
Murray 526K-S30K+
Email
Benefits
- resume stactee
associatesolutions corn
-352-3982
or fax:

INSURANCE

lakit.bg

Lirrwusines & Vans

Rates are all-inclusive — no extra taxes or tees
Your telephone number will not change
.Three-way calling
•HentinvnlInver
•and more
For further information or to sign op contort
William Robertson phone:
12701753.0444

tik

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Special)!-t
Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who

love you.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Trrr IsaacsiKarert Isaacs, Or ,

Calling Features

Knowledge, Skill and Ability Rig uirements:

Thorough kngw ledge of statistical process control.
teaching skins. blueprint analysis, quality concepts, basic and ads anced Quality tools, and problem solvirajtanamixtuea. Atuluy-to- lead, teach—and
motivate a team. Organizational skills necessary to
successfully manage multiple projects simultanemisly. Ability to get along with diverse personalities while remaining tactful, protessional. and flex
tile. Good written and oral clllllmunication to communicate with all levels of the organization
Chorough computer skills with Minitab, Excel, and
MS Office Must he willing to travel as necessary

VISA

DIALOG

Hall's Waste Management
weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783• 293-2784

090
Domenic & Chikleare

HOUSE cleaning and
dinner started for the
busy working women
who needs the extra
time for their families
Call 767-1800
Detail
MIRACLES
and
housecleaning
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested, please call
767-9428

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
Noven-ther II, 2005
reserving your space today!

NEED your home or
business cleaned" Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
itter renters sale of
nome remodeling, new
construction. kit, bath.
etc
windows
Experienced' Valerie
436-5914

In Memory of
Orval Brown

Corporal - Army Air
Corp WWII
1943-1945
We are proud of your
service to our country
Love.
Your Faintly

Only $11 per spot • lone person per photo, 20 word limi
Double spots: $18 • i40 word limit)

Deadline: Nondby, November 7th at 5:00 p.m.
e13rIro pay+,ent 0,,,Ou this forrn along with a sett-addressed stamped envelope dunng‘
office hours Mon .Fn 7'30AM-5 00Pkti to 1001 Whanell Avenue in Murray or mail to
CO Bo. 1040. Murray KY 42071
, .11 ni..- P••••,
I.
Murray !

COMPAQ computer.
Keyboard & mouse.
Athlon
mghz
Processor, Windows
98 OS. 128 meg Ram.
S230 753-8630
MOM COMPUTERS

EOE
likF:DV

A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556

Immediate opening for a full time
customer service/clerical position
in a fast-paced office environment. Applicant must be dependable and possess good phone.
organizational, computer and people skills.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T.
Murray, KY 42071

Need immediately in Murray area —
20 Security Personnel. Male &
Female. Expenence preferred. Must
pass a background check and drug
screening. Apply at People Lease
1406E North 12th St. Murray. KY. Next
to Cain's Dodge. Applications accepted Tuesday & Wednesday 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. & Thursday 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.
or 1 p.m. to 3.30 p.m. E.O.E.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

WANTED
12.1 Highly motivated salespersons to sell
frontline read - used cars anti top of thc
line new cars. aggressive pay plart!Apply in person at
Brandon Auto 11orld or call 753-5315

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th
Murray
USED carpeting. electric baseboard heaters
refrigerators. air conditioners, stoves and
doors 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

Ankles
For Solo

500 LP gas tank 350
Chevy motor & trans
utility trailer 753-6012
CARO-MATE enclosed
trailer. 6x12,single
axle, only used 3 times,

150

Appliances
Midis
For Sole
—

FREE
4-room satellite system, DVR & HD
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 Movie
channels FREE for 3
months Call Beasley
759-0901 or'
877-455-0901
HD Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street. Murray 8 see
our large defection of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD Plasma & Rear
Projection from JVC.
LG, RCA. Toshiba &
Zenith from 20" to 65"
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

brand new, $2,800
270-293-4439
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size d yellow. I size 8 blue $150
nach 270-492-8614

WHITE satin wedding
capped
ve
dress
sleeves size 16 $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
n the square

7531713
160
Homo Furnisnags

5 piece living room
, suite for sale Good
condition 753-0353

SEASONED firewood
$50 a rick delivered
$40 you pick up
(270)527-8368
11111
WW1 Nome Lob For Sale

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. S12.500
753-6012

1996 Cnmson 16x80
3 BR 2 bath excellen
condition, delivered.
set up and under$19,900
pinned.
(270)489-2525

3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot
515.500 753-6012

REG TAG SALE NOW
IN PROGRESS
Several quality built.
2005 CLOSE OUTS - energy efficient homes
and on close out See the
Singlevedes
lender.
Doublewides - Buy housing
save ARROWHEAD HOME
and
today
$I 000 s WE OWN SALES. INC. 2003
THE BANK - Call today East Wood St. Pans,
TN
Call
38242.
at 731-642-6438
TO (731)641-6900 or
REPOS
20
CHOOSE FROM, SIN- 1-877-754-6900
GLES & DOUBLES!!. SINGLE AND DOUCome pick out yours BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
today" 731-584-9430
JUST ANNOUNCED: you need - New Used
$0 down available on and Repo's - Call today
repos' No money down at 731-642-6447.
& save thousands Calf TAKE YOUR PICK now' 731-564-9109
Need 5 Bedrooms and
LAND HOME PACK- 3 Baths or how about 4
and
2
IN Bedrooms
AGES. MOVE
TODAY All areas or Baths" Both priced in
bring your deed for SO the 850's Call
731-642-6438 today"
down' 731-584-4926
NEED to move' 1980
14x70
Countrywide
38R 2BA Make a resonabie offer 489-2730.
205-5907

LOTS for rent
753-9866

CLASSIFIEDS
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NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Lie*
Notice

Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge/Executive
Honorable Larry Roberts, Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

Independent Auditor's Report

We have audited the accompanying statement of revenues, expenditures and excess fees - regulatory basis of
the County Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky, for the year ended December 31, 2004. This financial statement is the .esponsibility of the County Sheriff. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America, the standards applicable to financial audits contained in the ("government Auditing_ .914indards
issued by the Comptroller General-of the United States, and the Audit Guide for County Fee Officials issued
by the Auditor of Public Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statement is free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note 1, the County Sheriff's office prepares its financial statement on a regulatory basis of
accounting that demonstrates compliance with the laws of Kentucky which is a comprehensive basis of
accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement referred to above presents fairly, in all material
respects, the revenues, expenditures, and excess fees of the County Sheriff for the year ended December 31,
2004, in conformity with the regulatory basis of accounting.
In accordance with Government Auditinir Standards, we have also issued a report dated September 1, 2005
on our consideration of County Sheriff's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial
reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards and should be considered in assessing the results of our audit.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Larry Roberts, County Sheriff
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND EXCESS FEES - REGULATORY BASIS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2004
ftevenuea
Federal Grants:
Pennyrile Narcotics
'hi-County Drug Task Force

$18,552
30660

State Grants: Kentucky Law Enforcement Foundation

$49,212
62,102

State Fees for Services:
Finance and Administration Cabinet

115,128

Circuit Court Clerk:
Sheriff Security Services
Fines and Fees Collected

$6,119
212

Fiscal Court:
Employer's Share of Social Security
Fiscal Court Appropriation
--Dispatch Contributions

$60,454
80,000
116.000

7.091

. 256,454

County Clerk-Delinquent Taxes

3,179

Commission On Taxes Collected

413,475

Fees Collected For Services:
Auto Inspections
Carrying Concealed Deadly Weapon Permits
Transporting Prisoners
Serving Papers

$21,200
11,311
2,577
30.895

Other:
•
, Miscellaneous
Seizure Account
Drug
Transfer From
Equipment Sold
City of Hazel-Law Enforcement
Insurance Reimbursements
School &ecurity

$8,081
14,805
3,007
8,490
22,617
49,119

65,983

106,119
2,664

Interest Earned

Borrowed Money:
Drug Fund Loan
State Advancement

$8,963
213.000

221.963
$1.303.376

Total Revenues
The Accompanying Notes are an Integral Part of this Financial Statement.
Expenditures
Operating Expenditures and Capital, Outlay:
Personnel Services:
Deputies'Salaries
Sheriff Training Incentive

$775,748
1.546

Employee Benefits:
Employer's Share Social Security
Materials and Supplies:
Office Materials and Supplies
Auto Expenses:
Maintenance and Repairs
Other Charges:
Conventions and Travel
Civil Process
Postage
Carrying Concealed Deadly Weapon Permits
Miscellaneous
Equipment Repairs and Maintenance
Reimburse Drug Seizure Fund
Court Fees -,County Portion
Lease Payments
Dispatch Expense
Capital Outlay:
Vehicles and Equipment
Debt Service:
Drug Fund
State Advancement
Murray Bank - Auto Loan
Interest
Total Expenditures

$777,294
60,455
5,323
48,600

$12,179
1,404
3,042
5,110
7,864
21,074
10,269
7,960
4,691
676

74,269

$8,963
213,000
1,432
223.597
$1,217,819
$85,551
i69.593
$15,958

Net Revenues
Less: Statutory Maximum (Sheriff Salary)
Excess Fees Due Fiscal Court

Apetlinis For Rent

Apertments For Rent

ly

cl
4
2

1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2. & 38R apts available Please call
753-8221

•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
.2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt.
appliances. w/d, $425
•1EIR, 1 bath, with
study, w/d. $350.
753-7559
1BR apt avertable, all
appliances furnished
Mum-Cal Realty
753-4444

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BA From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL IBA. no pets,
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2br.
2 bath. garage. C/H/A.
All appliances. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit,
no pets. 753-2905.
Houses For Real
213R, IBA storage
building 571 Kirksey
Highway, Highway
299 $375 a month
plus deposit No pets
References required
(270)898-2340,
(270)994-3883
2BR. large lot, 711
Payne St $395/mo
435-4602. 293-4602
3BR, 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision Available
$750
immediately
month (270)435-4602
293-4602
5BR. 2BA on quiet
near
MSU.
street
Central gas/ heat & air.
Appliances furnished.
Deposit & references.
$595. Call 753-1059.
No pets
ANNUAL lease. 3/2
bnck on Metrose Drive
Central air. 2 car
garage. fenced yard.
redecorated. $950/mo.
Cat 954-345-1495
upgraded.
NEWLY
charming 2BR. IBA
lakefront house in
Shores
Panorama
CIHIA
w/d,
plus
$400/month
Available
deposit.
immediately.
(310)567-9321.
References required
FOR sale or rent 2
bedrooms. garage. &
barn on 2 acres West
area $400 mo.
435-4226
IN Hazel,. 4BR. 2BA
with large garage.
Available on November
1st. 5750 month. 1st
last & security required
(270)492-8108
NICE brick house.
2BR, 1BA. 5 blocks
from university. New
w/d.
appliances,
$525/mo. plus utilities
and deposit. No pets.
(270)753-2558
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

$958

3

1704-A Oakhill 2BR.
IBA, C/H/A, all appliances $435 a month.
lease & deposit No
pets 767-0884
226-9566

NICE 2BR duplex
753-7457 or 436-6357

1,5.000

Payments to County Treasurer:
January 21, 2004
Balance Due at Completion of Audit

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE
759-4118
1 BR, 1 year old, no
pets $300
deposit
(205)361-4763
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

Apensienes For Rent

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

28,281

2.02

753-3853

1BR some utilities paid
no pets 767-9037
1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts., starting at
$250. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances.
area. 293-6968
2BR. 1BA. $290. 1102
Pogue Street/207 S
11th St , 753-3415

2BR, central gas heat
central air $275 and
up. some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118
DUPLEX: 907 North
20th, 3BR. 2.5 bath
with garage $725 mo
All appliances.
293-9970
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for. 1 br
apt. basic rent $330/
month Call 753-1970.
Leave Message.

LARGE 3BR located
across from MSU.
November
available
1st 759-5885 or
293-7085
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

PARIS. TN Best location, court square, west
side 2 story, 2.500
floor.
per
sq.ft.
(270)489-2116 leave
message.

707 South 12th Street
South Center 700.
1,000, 1,200 sq ft.
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft
restrooms,
C/G/H,
parking.
of
plenty
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St complex
759-3772

Cor erical Prop For Rent
i

David's Cleaning
Services
'We Speciitlize in (7c,ittin
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •k1.6: ,
•Brial •All External (learuni:
•Aid Cleaning A%ailable
•We 1'4 lint Water *Parkw 1 06. &
Da id Borders
1270) 527-7176 or 12711) 2.93-119.19

&Aria

HD
05
Heritage
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3 Classic Less than 800
acres Office space, 2 mi Perfect condition
Many eAras $17 900
bathrooms equipped
Must sell
with gas heat, air
270-559-6436
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
I]portUlnly Valdes
[
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
Grand
2004 Jeep
293-8595
Cherokee Red. ful
power; at the extras
17,000 miles, excellen!
condition Call
293-9440
AKC Lab puppies
Black FM,0 FA par2000 Nissan )(terra
ents 270-623-8714
red. 4x4, automatic
AKC Registered Pug
puppies. $300 ea
759-1811
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
POMERANIANS. Cute.
cuddly. and adorable.
Parents for viempg.
$250 each
(731)782-3265
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

2002 Ford Taurus SES
57,000 miles, loaded,
power everything, good
gas mileage. Asking
$7.900. Call
(270)748-6765

1-285 acres. Owne
financing
available
(270)489-2116 leave
message.
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income-producer.

truck
1500
1996
wrecked vehicle Has
350
Vortec
good
rebuild Good transmission and rear end
$1.500 Call 978-0559

2001 with slide out
used 3times 7534537
530
Services Offered

102 North 9th. 2BR. 1
Bath, dry basement,
black top drive, garage.
mid 605. 759-8442

Lamb's
436-2867
Mower Repair Free
pick-up/delivery •

3 bdrm. 2 bth home on
3 acres, deck, attached
garage. Also, new
detached 2-1/2 car
garage 492-8033 after
6PM
3 bedroom 2 bath brick
home on 2 acres New
system
fuel
dual
$110,000 Call
270-753-8102
BY-owner: 2BR, 1 eat-in
LR.
bath.
kitchen, utility room,
attached garage. hardfloors, front
wood
porch, all appliances.
$69.900_ 405 N. 17th,
753-2023
NEW 4.200 sq ft home
near Murray. Picture
views. 10 acre farm.
streams. $185.000,by
owner. 270-767-0958.
270-519-8570
NEW brick house in
Murray Estates. with
4bdr. 3bths, 3 car
garage Call 753-3966
by
293-9747
or
appointment only
RANCH Style. House &
10.5 acres. 1, mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
shed,
equipment
$224.900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992
SPACIOUS 4-BR
2 1/2 BATH.
Screened poich,
unbelievable storage.
1 acre lot near town.
36)(48 metal
outbuilding
753-1040 293-9842
WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See area homes for
sale by owner or call
sell your
767-0591
home

& 1,1%1\ I
20 IRS. LP
('til. %I ARK HA 1.1"

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We. care about your
home. Home repairs.
additions, decks rooiing, floor covering.
landscaping. plumbing
**FREE ESTIMATES'
Call (270)753-1490 Or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson wk net :
Trast
CALLOWAY
761-374a
Service
293-4045-

Campers

270-753-4109,
-270-227-t545
460
Homes For Sale

Call 293-7354
293-4627

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE

753-1415
Buick
2002
Rendezvous $11 000
492-8533

Used Trucks

BEAUTIFUL 2.600
Sq Ft. new Brick horn
0/4 acres more acre available w/barn
4br. 2 1/2 bath

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gra,E .
white rock
4302113
Dozer work & Track'
hoe
•

$7.000. 100.xxx miles
436-2448

Rea Wale

18 acre horse
farm. 3BR. 3B.A.
8 stall barn with
attached indoor
arena. Must see!
12701489-2195

AUTRY
ROOFING

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE -Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience Call
Carters.
767-0533 MOWING
mulching
trimming.
painting, odd lobs.
Free
cleaning
Estimates 978-1115 Lamb's Tree
A-1
Trimming,
Service.
removal, etc, hauling,
junk clean, up. gutter
cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

CARMIA I COMING
Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation

• 753-7728
- DNINANDYMAN
We do all the odd ;obi
you don't have time
for.
293-543-

DSW
PAINTING
Quality aork

Free estimates

226-0505
ELECTRICIAN
New Const
or trouble Lic and in'.
w' 30 yrs exp
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree _
• ---6epoce-----H
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding., fire
wood. Insured
489-2839
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOWING & TRIMMING,
LEAF REMOVAL.
HEDGES TRIMMED.
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689

AAA Handyman
I hills‘Vaste
Electrical, plumbing.
Management
carpentry. decks.
ceramic & 'floor tiles. • %.,ccini.
j ,i,kurro
:
etc New, remodel. 30
• 1ocallx 0,...ne.1/0perated
experience.
years
Prompt. dependable. 759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
- estimates
Free
(270)753-9210 anytime.
L&M
AFFORDABLE Tree
Service Topping. tree
removal, and clean-up.
Licensed and insured.
Full line of equipment.
270-247-2442,
270-970-2322
ALL CARPENTRV
Remodeling additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
*Certified septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
*Driveways
•Insured
753-9503. 978-0343
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
1270) 753-2279

470

Motorcycles & ATVs

•iti

ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR

WELL built Go-Cart
Has 8HP engine
759-0625 after 5PM

Brakes, Tune-ups and
maintenance. Major &
minor engine repair,
Trans service &
Welding

05 Yamaha Virago 250.
300 miles 293-4329

CZND WOW

LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816

or 227-0611
NATURAL Creek
Landscaping
Design and Maint
Trimming, mulching
weeding. and odd
lobs.
Free estimates
753-9731

PARKER
EX('.‘VATING.1,1,C
\v. Concord. 10
Parlor
43kok
Ikaarr • Iraklion • TruckW
Licensed el Insurvd
10

I

[M. 114,111.Ct

bikiMONS'S Carv
8 Handyman
Free estimates Ca.,
767-0958 and
270-519-857b
Free Column
FOUR
Ri
TerrierBeagle mix pup
pies. 3 males. :I
female_ 270-527-1330
Jim or Pam

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
•
Please
No Phone Calls '
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Family ties are fraying
after dad's sexual assault

tookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of workers from Allied Masonry of Kirksey raising the outer walls to the
new Calloway County Jail. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Gary and Karen Clendenning,
Oct. 17; a girl to Laura and Trevor
Coleman, a boy to Anna and Kelly
Hamlet and a. boy to Dottie and
James Hamlet, Oct. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts will
be married 60 years Nov. 5.
'
20 years ago
Newly renovated James F. Wilson Hall, second oldest building
on the Murray State University
campus, will be rededicated in
ceremonies on Nov. 2. Kentucky
Lt. Gov. Steven L. Beshear and
President Emeritus Harry M.
Sparks will be the featured speakers.
Murray High School Tiger Boys
Soccer Team won the First Regional Soccer Tournament at Hopkinsville, but lost to Lexington
Tates Creek in the first round of
the state tournament at Louisville.
Dr. Robb Williams is coach for
the Tigers.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts will
be married 50 years Nov. 5.
30 years ago
Murray Kiwanis Club will sponsor a Bicycle Safety Inspection
and Road-E-0 on Nov. 1 at the
Murray High School parking lot.
This is for riders between the
ages of 6 to 16.
Published is a picture of work
on the new Murray-Calloway
County Park as shown of the deep
end of one of the three swimming pools under construction.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Hill.

Irma La Follette, president of
the Murray Woman's Club. was
elected as governor of the First
District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs at a meet- .
ing at the Murray club house.
Mrs. Adron Doran of Morehead was the speaker at the meeting of the Purchase Area 'Homemakers Association held at Murray State University auditorium.
40 years ago
Dr. Kenneth Harrell of the history department of Murray State
College spoke about "The Mythology and History and of the South"
at a meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Jones and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Harley Collins.
Murray' High School Tigers won 28-27 over Grove Blue Devils of Paris, Tenn., in a football
game.
50 years ago
Robert 0. Miller, county attorabout "Progress
ney, spoke
Through Legislation" in connection with the state theme, "Know
Kentucky," at a meeting of the Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club held at the Murray .Woman's Cub house:
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robb Williams,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. N.B. Ellis,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
DeHabar, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Scott and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Skinner.
Rubie Simpson spoke about
her experiences while living in
Turkey for a year at a meeting
of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

DEAR ABBY:1 come from a
very close-knit family. We
always tell each other we love
each other after every meeting
and phone call.
My life partner, "Jennifer,"
has become
part of our
family. We
can't be married because
we are lesbians.
Jennifer
thought a lot
of my dad
Dear Abby until last
week. I was
at work, and
By Abigail
Van Buren
my father
came by the
house. I had no idea that he
would ever make a move on
Jennifer. She told him four
times to knock it off. Dad
weighs more than 220 pounds
and Jennifer weighs only 95. He
continued to fondle her and try
to kiss her. She was scared to
death. As soon as she got the
chance, she ran upstairs to be
with our pre-teen daughter.
Abby, this weekend I couldn't
even look at my father. I didn't
hug him or tell him I loved him.
I wanted to beat him to the
ground. I talked to my sister
about this. We agreed that we
shouldn't tell Mom. They, have
been married 37 years, and she
would grieve herself to death. I
don't want to drag her into this,
but I don't want anything to do
with my father right now either.

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 31, the
304th day 'of 2005. There are 61
days left in the year. This is Hal-

Keats was born in London.
In 1926, magician Harry Houdini died in Detroit of gangrene
and peritonitis resulting from a

ruptured appendix._
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 31, 1517, Martin Luther
posted the 95 Theses on the door
of the Wittenberg Palace church.
marking the start of the Protestant Reformation in _Germany.
On this date:
in 1795. English poet John

ES IX E3

In 1955, Britain's Princess Margaret ended weeks of speculation
by announcing she would not
marry Royal Air Force Captain
Peter Townsend.
In / 968, President. Johnson
ordered a halt to all U.S. bombing of North Vietnam, saying he

hoped for fruitful peace negotiations.
In 1980. Reza Pahlavi, eldest
son of the late shah of Iran, proclaimed himself the rightful successor to the Peacock Throne.
In 1984, Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was assassinated by two Sikh security guards.
In 1994, a Chicago-bound
American Eagle ATR-72 crashed
in northern Indiana, killing all 68
people aboard.
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Dad says he "doesn't know
what's wrong" with me and that

he was "very hurt" after seeing
me last weekend because I was
so cold to him. Please advise me
on what I should do.-- FURIOUS IN VIRGINIA
DEAR FURIOUS: I disagree with you and your sister.
Your mother should be told
immediately exactly what happened. Your father sexually
assaulted your partner. Because
an extreme change in behavior
can be a sign of serious mental
or physical illness, he needs to
be scheduled for a complete
physical and neurological evaluation.
Please do not postpone it.
Your father has shown himself
to be a danger to your partner,
and possibly to your daughter as
she begins to develop. I am
sorry for your mother, but you
can't protect her from this. For
everyone's sake -- including
your father's -- this must be
dealt with now.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I are child-free 30-somethings who own a home with a
yard and no fence. Our house
and yard are a sanctuary from
our hectic professional lives.
Lately, the neighbor's cat has
been using our yard as a place to
recline, and it hisses at me
angrily when I tell it to go
home. I'm not fond of cats, and
I'm actually afraid of this one.
Also, another neighbor and his
kids have been using obi- yard as
a thoroughfare from the property behind us to their own yard,
which has a fence.
I don't go into other people's
yards. I respect the space of
other people. I expect that
respect in return, and don't want
people _tramping through our
yard. We plan to plant more
flower beds in the future, and
they will be in the way of their
path. Am I curmudgeonly to
feel this way, or should other
people respect our privacy and
property? -- ENCROACHED
UPON IN FLORIDA
DEAR
ENCROACHED
UPON: They should respect
your privacy, property and
expressed wishes -- but it
appears they don't. So surround
your property either with a
hedge or an attractive fence.
And as to the cat that is "menacing" you, tell its owners that
unless they keep it off your
property, you wilt inform animal control.(Then do it if necessary).
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•
•
•

Change in medication
dosage leads to confusion
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am bring it into line.
suffering from confusion. I have
On the other hand, if your
had hypothyroidism for 46 TSH (thyroid stimulating horyears. It appears to be a fam- mone) is low, this would indiily
thing. cate too much supplement, and
The - last you need to have your thv four years, roid dosage reduced.
I've been on
I suspect that your physiSynthroid. I cian was referring to your TSI4,
very recent- the thyroid stimulant from your
ly had blood pituitary gland. In any case,
work. My you need to meet with your
doctor to resolve this importhyroid
low.
My tant issue. Let me know the
Dr. Gott doctor low- outcome.
ered
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
my
Synthroid to 78 years old and sometimes,
By
Dr. Peter Gott 75 micro- after many months of avoidgrams, so I ing sex, I attempt to ejacuquestioned him: I did not get late. When I do, the ejaculate
it! If my thyroid is "low" on is almost all blood and little
88 mcg, why lower the dosage? semen. There is no pain when
He explained to me that thy- this happens, nor is there any
roid works the opposite of blood in my urine then or any
other meds. By lowering the other time. Can you explain this,
dosage, the thyroid reacts by and tell me if it is any indiproducing more. In my mind, cation of something serious?
"OK." We'll retest again in
DEAR READER: Bleedthree months and, if it's still ing from any of the body's
low, then why take any Syn- orifices is never normal _and
throid? Please give me your should be addressed.
opinion on this. I am just not
In your case, the blood could
getting it! If we keep lower- be the result of a low-grade
ing the dosage and I still have prostate infection, a growth or
low thyroid, don't we end up a tumor. I urge you to be
with zero meds and still have examined and counseled by a
low thyroid?
urologist. Ask your primary care
DEAR READER: I hope physician to make the referthat you misunderstood your ral.
doctor, because his approach
To give you related infor— as you understood it — is mation, I am sending you a
incorrect.
copy of my Health Report "The
If you have a thyroid defi- Prostate Gland."
ciency (hypothyroidism), you
need thyroid hormone pills to
Copyright 2005, Newspacorrect the deficiency. If, per Enterprise Assn.
indeed, your "thyroid is low,"
you need more supplement to

ContractBridge
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 6 4
VQ85 3
•J6
•AQ96
WEST
EAST
49 8
•10 2
74
lp A 10 9 2
•9 7 5 3 2
•A Q 8 4
•104 2
•K 8 5 3
SOUTH
•A Q .1 7 5 3
•K J 6
•K 10
•.1 7
The bidding:
West
North
East
South
Pass
1+
Pass
I•
Dble
Redble 2•
.34
Opening lead — nine of spades.
It isn't easy to see how to make
four spades on this deal. With the AQ of diamonds and king of clubs offside and the beans not dividing
evenly, it seems South must sooner
or later lose a heart, two diamonds
and a club and go down one. But
when the deal arose in the semifinals
of the 1992 Spingold Team Championship, Peter Boyd found the way to
make 10 tricks.
Boyd reached four spades on the
bidding shown. North's redouble of
West's takeout double promised precisely three-card spade support, and
the auction proceeded normally
thereafter.
Boyd won the opening spade,lead

in his hand and cashed a second
trump. /le was sure West had at least
four hearts for his takeout double,
leaving East with no more than two
hearts.
Quite reasonably', Boyd decided
he should first try to find East with
the doubleton nine or ten of hearts. In
that case, after the nine or ten fell on
the second round of the suit, a thirdround finesse of dummy's eight
would permit a club or diamond discard on the queen.
Accordingly, Boyd played the
king of hearts at trick three. When
West won and shifted to a club,
declarer put up dummy's ace and
cashed the heart jack, hoping to fetch
the nine or ten from East. East did
not oblige, but Boyd had yet another
string to his bow.
At trick six, he led a heart to
West's nine and dummy's queen,
then played the heart eight from
dummy and on it discarded the jack
of clubs! West won with the ten and
was endplayed. If he returned a diamond,declarer would score the king,
so West exited with a low club. Boyd
covered with dummy's nine, ruffed
East's king, crossed to dummy's six
of spades and discarded a diamond
on the club queen to bring home his
game.
At the other table, West led a club
against the same contract, leaving
declarer no chance, but that should in
no way detract from Boyd's superlative effort in finding the winning
route to 10 tricks at his table.
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1 Sports event
5 Half a fortnight
9 Comics hero
Jungle —
12 Watch part
13 Survey finding
14 Autumn ma
15 Thick slice
16 Downtown
Chicago
17 Novelist —
Fallen
18 Artists' wear
20 Dappled
22 Director Craven
of "Scream23 Pat on
.
24 Keep in stitches
27 Bout ender
28 Cat-length
32 Gasp of delight
33 Less nsky
36 Bail out
37 Type of jacket
39 Desktop
40 Family
members

42 Strong-scented
plant
44 Enioy a fine
brandy
45 Uniform
47 Calendar pages
50 Bearskin
51 Canute's foe
53 Atom changed?
55 Hunter's org.
56 'The Mammoth
Hunters"
heroine
57 Zoo barrier
58 California's
Big —
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60 Boundary line
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Psyche's
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8 Frat letter
9 Prank
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grades
21 'Bog Blue"
23 Forest grazer
24 E-mail
provider
25 Me. to
Miss Piggy
26 TV band
27 Fast-food
Chain
29 John,
in Glasgow
30 Morse click
31 GI tags
34 Tarzan's
nanny
35 Downpour
38 Say incorrectly
41 Computer
availability
43 WWII movie
staple (hYPf)
44 Davenports
45 Expert
46 Lab medium
47 Bridegroom
48 Parka feature
49 Unforeseen
problem
50 MD assistants
52 Strong soap
54 Fr holy
woman
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